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I  Liberals look for new leader 
By PAUL GE88ELL 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Senator 
Alasdair Graham presides 
over a meeting of key 
Liberals today and Saturday 
to lay the groundwork for a 
leadership contest he ex- 
pects will raise the profile 
and support of the bruised 
federal party. 
"It (the leadership race) 
Imin'oves the party's Image 
because it generates a tre- 
mendous amount of ac- 
tivity," the ~ Liberal party 
THE TRUDEAU£ ...time together president said in an in- 
terview Thursday. "The 
_ , i I I  
' ~ampalga and the comings on Thursday for broadcast spend more time with his 
and goings of the candidates today, Trudeau said he three young sons and to 
around the country generate believed he could have led avoid being perceived as a 
support." the party through the next "lame duck" leader waiting 
The 36-member Liberal election campaign and for the Quebec referendum 
executive will decide this formed a minority govern, next spring -- his original 
weekend the date and l/ace meat. target date for resigning. 
of the con~/ention a d form But he wanted to resign to Although public opinion 
committees to estt/bllsh the 
rules of the leadership ON PAGE 4 
sugg.edc°ntest' Pi rrehis successorTrUdsaube Schaffer on Trudeau 
chomm at a convention in 
March when he announced 
his resignation Wednesday ON PAGE 5 
as Liberal eader. In an int . Trudeau in review 
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polls show the Liberals 
slightly leading the 
Progressive Conservatives, 
Liberal support is largely 
concentrated in Quebec and 
many party members be. 
lieve more enthusiasm ust 
be drummed up in the 
Engllshspeaking provinces If
the Liberals are to regain 
]0ower. 
Public opinion polls 
showed the Conservatives 
gained support after the 1976 
leadership convention that 
replaced Robert Stanfleld 
with Joe Clark. 
• Opel MAd, throil| Sit., O a.|.-5 p.m. ., 
Carter vows revenge 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  "The last American Carter administration meint, wno '~ 'n /b l tu~ oc- 
President Carter, after hostage is Just as Important remains firm in its refusai to cupying the U,S. embassy in 
mectingwithhistupmllRary to the United States as the turnoverthedeposedchahof Inn would kill their 
and foreign policy advisers first. The consequences of Inn ,  who is undergoing Americanhoatages and blow 
for more than two hours, harm to any single hostage cancer treatment in a New up the Imilding H the United 
warned Iran's revolutionary will be extremely grave." York City hospital, "He was States attacks lran. 
leader today that harming a Powell said he had no new allowed to come here for Powell noted that the mail- 
The Liberals, riding a 
wave of renewed support 
following selection of a new 
leader next year, could find 
themselves in an election 
campaign shortly after the 
convention if the minority 
Conservative government 
collapses. 
So far no Liberals have 
sald they definitely will run. 
Donald Macdonald, a 
former finance minister, 
said Thursday some Liberals 
are pressing him to seek 
Trudeau's Job but he will not 
nnnnt ln t ,  n h ie  elAsqlml~. 
CABINET SHUFFLE 
single American hostage 
would produce "extremely 
grave" retallationl 
White House press  
ssuretary Jody Powell told 
reporters after the meeting 
. that Carter asked him to 
relay this presidential 
message: 
developments to report but 
that ~e United States Is 
keeping diplomatic channels 
open and "there may be 
some encouragement from 
the fact that'they are still 
active." 
In response to reporters' 
questions, Powcll said the 
humanitarian reasons to 
receive medical treatment. 
That treatment will not be 
interrupted." 
Powell also said he sees 
little new in the threat issued 
Thursday by Iran's 
revolutionary leader, 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho. 
Khomeini asks Islam 
to fight the' infidel' 
TEHRAN (AP) --  Iranian the students would blow up dents to co.o~erate with our 
leader Ayatollah Ruhollah "I call on all Moslem nation," Khomeini skid. 
IOmmeim stepped up his nations, all Moslems, all "This Is not a'struggle 
attacks on the United States Moslem armies, all Islamic between us and America. It 
on Thursday, calling on all security forces and all is between Islam and the 
Moslems and American Moslem countries' preal- infidel. 
blacks to "Join us in this 
I ran ' and Islam." " wont  pay  Khomelni also welcomed -. 
o, """ " debt  and urged the Pakistani 
army to "rise against he 
oppression i flicted on their OTTAWA (CP) --  An to be in default, "the New 
brothers" in Ir_an; . . . . .  Iranian decision to default on York Times reported. Bank 
Carter summoned his top its $15-bfillon international officials declined to com- 
foreign policy advisers to debt appears to have con- meat. 
Camp David today to plan fused government officials An international trade 
new tactics for gaining the and even Iranian diplomats department official said 
release of 49 Americans still who said today they do not Banl-Sadr's tatement ap- 
held as hostages in the U.S. Imow whether to believe it. pears to be more rhetorical 
embassy in Tshran. The "Wehaveneverhadaease than substantial. 
embassy was taken over by like this," an agency spokes- "It doesn't make sense 
Iranian militants Nov. 4. man said, adding that he unless it is directed at one 
They have since freed 13 could not commmt further, country,"hesaid, alludingto 
Americans, all either blacks The Toronto Dominion tense Iranian relations with 
or women. Bank could stand to lose a ,hA lTnlted States. 
-bundie. It la part of a Meanwhile, in Tchran the 
Admiral Ahmed MadaM, banking syndicate which Central Bank of Iran today 
the Iranian Navy com- loaned lran ~ million, denied reports it had 
mander, said he has placed A senior government of- defaulted on repayment ofa 
forces on full alert after fleial said he was unaware of $500-million loan. 
President Carter ordered the any Canadian bank loans to 
carrier Kitty Hawk and five Iran that were in default, 
esecrtshipatosallfromthe andthe Canadian govern- Saud i  
Philippines into the Indian meat was looking Into the 
Ocean. They will Join the matter. 
The only effect on " " " , r~,ovs  carrier Midway, now crusing 
about 965 kllometres (600 Canadian banks was that 
mfies, organ, they .e  .hle to re take  
A Pentagon spokesman buMneas through their New 
said the Iranian navy con- York operations because of l l / i r  
threellStS ofadestroyersSurfaCeandforCeeight•of ~ths  U.S. fr eze, ea Iranian lVlO S que  
frigates. The Toronto Dominion RIYADH (AP),.--'"hudi 
I~ome~i in a statement Bank Is listed among troops regained full cmtrol 
broadcast by the official members of the syndicate of the Grand Mosque of 
Radio Tchran, warned that that made the loan oresumed Mecca today and were in hot 
Sult of the last of the 
lem extremista who 
Mountbat ten  k i l l e r  the building for 
three days, the Saudi in. 
~.~.=~e formation minister an- gets l i f e  in  F , - , son  Mohammed Abdo Ymnani 
DUBLIN (Reuter) --  finding him gullty of the said in a atmenent broad. 
Dublin Judges sentenced murder of Earl Mountbatten cast by the official state 
'l~omas McMahon, 31, to llfe of Burma. radio that "security at the 
Imprisonmeut oday after The three Judges, in a Grand Mosque has been re- 
special anti-gusrrfila court established ... and security 
without a Jury, found a forces now are in complete 
second accused man, control of the entire mosque Clark vows Francis MeGirl, 24, not and are pursuing the re- 
oil action guilty of the murder, malning criminal elements 
Moantbatten, uncle of the to arrest hem." 
By JOHN FERGUSON Queen, was blown up in his There was no word on the 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  Fivate yacht Aug. 27 while fate of about 50 hostages the 
Prime Minister Joe Clark sailing off the coast of the extremists were believed 
said today that If a new Irish Republic, holding. 
energy agreement isn't Two of Mountbatten's Earlier, officials vowed 
reached with Alberta within 
tents themselves had said 
the same thing earlier. "It 
really makes no difference 
who says it .or how many 
times it is said," he told 
reporters, adding that U.S. 
policy is uneimnged. 
Carter met foi: about two 
hours and 20 minutes with 
his advisers, including Vice- 
President Walter Meadale, 
Defence Secretary Harold 
Brown, national security 
adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski, 
Centrul Intelllge ce Agency 
chief Stansfield Turner and 
Gen. David Jones, chairman 
of the Joint chiefs of military 
staff. 
They arrived at Carter's 
mountaintop retreat in 
Camp David, Md., by 
helicopter and after the 
meeting returned to 
and Navy, Powell said the 
"primary topic" of the 
meeting would be to discuss 
the defence department's 
budget, but said he could no'. 
rule out that the Iranian 
situation might also be dis- 
cussed. 
Earlier this week, Caner 
ordered a powerful U.S. 
Navy force into the Persian 
Gulf area where it would be 
poised to strike should the 
hostages be harmed. U.S. 
officials have said an at- 
tempt by the milltary to 
rescue the hostages would 
likely fail and was not being 
considered. 
In Tunis, Tunisia, a 
Pa les t ine  L iberat ion  
Organisation official said 
Iran has told the PLO the 
departure of the deposed 
Shah Mohammad Reza 
Pahlavi from the U.S. to 
Mexico or Egypt would lead 
to the release of the 
hostages. 
There were reports 
Thursday that the shah, 
currently undergoing cancer 
treatments in New York, 
might be fit enough to leave 
the U.S. in about wo weeks. 
However, the militants 
holding the hostages denied 
that claim, as did a number 
of Iranian government 
lenders. Unofficial head of 
state Ayatollah Rubolish 
IOmmeini also gave no in. 
dicatlon he had changed his 
mind about putting the 
hostages on trl/d as spies. 
Meanwhile, U.S. State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance, 
speaking Thursday at a 
welcoming ceremony for the 
13 hostages released earlier 
this week, said the 
overriding objective of the 
administration remains the 
release of the 49 Americans 
still held in Inn. 
Vance spoke after the five 
women and eight black men 
exchanged tearful hugs with 
their families on the ramp at 
BILL BENNETT... 
...beleaguered 
Washington. 
Pu lp  mill meet Saturday with .the Joint 
chlets of staff, which in- 
eludes the uniformed lesders hur t  by  
of the U.S. Army, Air Force 
the  move 
. .PRINCE GEORGE, B.C, 
(CP)- Horst Sander, 
managing director of North. 
wood Pulp and Timber Ltd., 
says a $240. million pulp mill 
expansion under way here is 
threatened by a provincial 
forest ministry decision to 
create a pulpwood area in 
the Curlboo and Kamloops 
forest regions. 
The company was plan. 
sing to get wood chips fro the 
expanded mill from 
sawmills in the pulpwood 
area. Now it must compete 
with oth~ forest companies 
for the chips and Sender says 
there aren't enough for 
everyone. 
He said in an interview 
Thursday that Northwood 
announced the expansion, 
which will create 150 Jobs, in 
May because forest service 
figures indicated there was 
enough fibre available to 
warrant he prospect. 
Part of that fibre supply 
was to come form wood chips 
produced by sawmills in the 
pulpwood area designed by 
the forestry ministry in 
August. 
"When we made ovr an- 
nouncement, no one else 
indicated they wanted to 
expand and the forest ser- 
vice said the fibre supply 
was there," said Sander. 
Subsequently, Northwood 
began site preparation and 
ordered about ~0 million in 
new equipment which would 
double the size of the 800-ton. 
a-day pulp mill. 
Sander said halting plans 
until a decision is made on 
the pulpwood area in 
January could Jeopardize the 
project. 
l~iicetions for the chips 
reviewed at a public 
Three  in ,  
e ight  move 
_. /  
and Curtis will head treasury 
hoard, 
The industry, tourism and 
small business development 
ministry combines both eco- 
nomic development and 
tourism and small business, 
both of which were headed 
by tampa. 
Gardem is to continue as 
government house leader 
and he will be chairman of 
the cabinet committee on 
• legislation and comtltuilonal 
matters. 
Bennett also announced 
that government ~n- 
formation services 'will 
become the responsibility of 
the provincial secretary and 
his communications advisor 
Dave Brown will move to 
that ministry. 
The premier said he will 
appoint a senior deputy 
minister in his office with 
responsibility for day-to-day 
dealings with various 
ministries of government 
freeing him to concentrate 
on development of over-all 
government policies. 
Labor demanc[s 
Little's head 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
British Columbia Federation 
of Labor demanded Thur- 
sday the immediate 
resignation of Workers' 
Compensation Board chair- 
man Dr. Adam Little. 
"We say to the WCB that 
t~e u have been busy during 
past few years aving the 
employers ofB.C. millions of 
dollars to the detriment of 
the victims," the 
federatinn's occupational 
health and safety committee 
reported. 
Delegates to the 
federation's annual con- 
vention voted to demand that 
the board immediately in. 
statute a major increase in 
employers' assessment 
rates. 
The  convent ion  
unanimously passed an 
emergency resolution 
calling for Llttle's 
resignation alter being told 
that inspections by WCB 
inspectors have dropped by 
20 per cent between 1976 and 
1978 and the number of or- 
ders written citing 
regulation violations have 
dropped by almost 50 per 
cent in the last three years~ 
Delegates also heard that 
the number of penalty 
assessments dropped to 41 in 
1978 from 268 in 1976 and 
there were more work in. 
Juries and fatalities in 1978 
than in 1977. 
The resolution said Little 
must "accept he  full 
responsibility for the lack of 
functioning by the WCB." 
SENT BRIEF 
The International Wood. 
workers of America sub- 
mitted a scathing brief to 
Labor Minister Allan 
Williams two weeks ago 
saying that Little and his 
policies had contributed to 
dangerous working con- 
dltions in the forest industry. 
Jack Munro, western 
regional IWA president, said 
32 more workers were killed 
in 1978 than in 1977 and that 
per cent. Munro also blasted 
the board for lowering 
benefits to disabled workers. 
The federation criticized 
Williams for ignoring 
repeated requests to meet 
with its occupational health 
and safety committee. 
Meanwhile, the convention 
was told 'he Vancouver 
waterfront will be shut down 
for a day if the Supreme 
Court of Canada rejects the 
final appeal of Jean-Claude 
Parrot, president of the 
Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers. 
The promise was made by 
Lea Copan of the Vancouver 
local of the International 
Longshoremen's  and 
Warehousemen's Union, 
Longshoremen are con- 
cerned because a few years ~ o ILWU officers were fled for contempt of court, 
Copan said. 
Delegates sent a telegram 
to Solicitor-General Allen 
Lawrence  Thursday  
demanding Parrot's im- 
mediate release from jaU. 
The  convent ion  
unanimously endorsed the 
telegram denouncing last 
October's back.to-work 
legislation which Parrot was 
convicted of defying. His 
conviction and three-month 
Jail sentence were upheld 
Thursday by the Ontario 
Court of Appeal. 
Parrot, the union's chief 
negotiator, was returned to 
Jail Thursday only hours 
after the first bargaining 
session for a 1900 contract 
with the post office. 
"It is totally unacceptable 
to the unionized workers of 
B.C. to have labor leaders 
llsd for representing the 
st interests of those who 
elected them to lead," the 
federation telegram said, 
"The legislation which 
allowed the conviction of Mr. 
Parrot is a shameful 
disgrace in a country that is 
supposed to allow workers to 
about 10 days he will 
"contemplate  very  
seriously" the use of federal 
powers to Impose one. 
Clark told his weekly news 
conference that he st i l l  
believes there Is some value 
in continuing the protracted 
negotiations with Alberta 
and that he might talk with 
Premier Peter Lougheed on 
the issue when the two attend 
the Grey Cup game Sunday 
in Montreal. 
'Tm talking about eon- 
templating those within 10 
days, not trlsgering those 
within 10 days." 
family and a boat boy also 
died when his yacht Shrimp 
exploded in a sheet of flame 
off the Irish coast at Sligo, 
Irish Republican Army 
terrorists, fighting to end 
British rule in Northern 
Ireland, claimed re- 
nSlbility for the Idllkg of 
batten. 
In the trial, which began 13 
days ago, the state's case 
rested strongly on forensic 
evidence said to show that 
the accused placed getignlte 
aboard the yacht the 
preceding night. This, the 
prosecutor said, was 
detonated by remote control. 
harsh punishment for the 
gunmen who seized Islam's Andrews Air Force Base in hearing in Williams Lake vironment and land use in 1978 the risk of getting a exercise their right to free 
holiest shrine, suburban Maryland. Jan. 16. commission, replacing Malt, debilitating injury was up 22 collective bargaining." 
Terrace youths on robbery charge 
Two Terrace youths will face a preliminary second charge caress a minimum one-year and remove a number of items from his back- 
hearing in Smithers Mar. 18 in connection with 
an incident where a man was allegedly robbed at 
gunpoint. 
Kim Paterson and Anders Burchardt of 
Terrace appeared in Terrace provincial court 
Thursday and were charged with robbery,using 
a firearm in the commission of an indictable 
offence and possession of stolen property. The 
sentence. 
The two men were arrested by Terrace RCMP 
'on Wednesday and were detained overnight, and 
have now been released after a $1500 bond was 
posted. 
The charges relate to an incident on the high- 
way near Smithers when Robert McCormick of 
Ontario was allegedly told to get out of a truck 
pack. After handing over $50, his sleeping bag 
cowboy boots and coat, it was alleged a shot was 
fired above and over the side of McCormick's 
head, and he was warned not to contact the 
police. 
The RCMP subsec'lently arrested two youths 
acting on a tip. Burc,,~rdt, is a former esident of 
West Vancouver. 
By CHARLES LA VERTU 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  
Premier Bill Bennett 
created two new ministries, 
promoted three back° 
benchers and switched eight 
of his ministers to new 
portfolios in a major cabinet 
shuffle today. 
The new ministries are 
intergovernmental relations, 
headed by former att~ncy. 
general Garde Gardem, and 
universities, science and 
communications under 
former education minister 
Pat McGenr. 
McGcer's new portfolio in- 
cludes portions of his 
previous education, science 
and technology portfolio and 
the communications section 
• kom..~the transportation 
ministry. 
Backbenchers named to 
the cabinet include 
Education Minister Brian 
Smith, Env i ronment  
Minister Stephen Rogers and 
Labor Minister Jack 
Heinrich. 
Ministers transferred 
include Agriculture Minister 
Jim Hewitt from energy, 
mines and petroleum 
resources, Attorney-General 
Allan Williams from labor, 
Energy, Mines and 
Petroleum Resources 
Minister Bob McCielland 
from health, Finance 
Minister Hugh Curtis from 
provincial secretary and 
government services, Health 
Minister Rate Malr from 
• environment and Provincial 
Secretary and Government 
Services Minister Evan 
Wolfe from finance, 
Unchanged are Conssmer 
and Corporate Affairs 
Minister Jim Nielsen, 
Forests Minister Tom 
Waterland, Deputy Premier 
and Human Resources 
Minister Grace McCarthy. 
industry, Tourism and Small 
Business Development 
Minister Don Phillips; 
Lands, Parks and Housing 
Minister Jim Chabot; 
Municipal Affairs Minister 
Bill Vander Zalm and 
Transportation and High- 
ways Minister Alex Fraser. 
The deregulation ministry 
isabsorbed by the finance 
ministry. 
Hewitt, who was 
agriculture minister from 
1976 to 1978 and was acting 
agriculture minister since 
the .May 10 provincial 
election, also will be 
responsible for the 
agricultural land com- 
mission and the Insurance 
Corporation of B.c. 
Williams will become 
deputy government house 
leader as well while Mc- 
Clelland will be responsible 
for B.C. Hydro. 
Rogers Is the new chak- 
man of the cabinet's on. 
Deregulation ministry dumped 
! / . .  
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Clark concerned about the deficit ] 
By JOHN FERGUSON supporters at a $150-a-plate month says there is a sur- top $7 billion this year, up ment is planning a risk in- the government raises in- 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Conservative party fund- plus. from $5.2 billion a year surance plan for exporters to terest rates to encourage 
Prime Minister Clark said raising dinner his govern- Both the extra gas exports earlier, and is regarded as a help sales abroad. • . money to flow into the ~ 
Thursday his government meat also is ready to give and the new tourism major eason for the decline Cabinet members have country. But high interest OTTAWA (CP) -- Pierre 
plans to check the flow of rapld approval for increased strategy would be aimed at in the vaiue of the dollar and said repeatedly that they rates also cause slower TrudsauwantatheLiberais 
money out of the country by natural gas exports to the reducing the country's the government's point!ton consider an attack en the economic growth and to raise a $1 million war 
attracting more foreign United States if a National chronic deficit in goods and high interest rates, international payments unemployment, chest o rebuild the party in 
visitors and enouraging Western Canada and win services trade with the rest Clark said Trade Minister deficit to be of prime ira. Earlier in the day, Clark 
Canadians totravel at home. Energy Board report ex. of the world. Michael Wilson is meeting portanco. Clark told his au-. narrowly missed 500 noisy ridings held by Progressive 
Clark told about 1,300 peered at the end of the That deficit Is expected to with provincial and tourist dienoe the deficit is the union members demon- Conservatives and New 
industry officials "to work highest per capita Of any stratingagaiusthlgh interest Democrats. 
'" out a national tourism maJor industrlalnation, rates, rising unemployment 
strategy that will dosl with The payments deficit and unemployment in- 
the tremendous tourist po- causes problems for the suranoecuta. 
tential we have as a nation." Canadian economy in many The demonst ra tors ,  
YOU MAKE A lOP DOG liH! P .o  of that strategy will ways. memhersofuniona affilisted be a string of trade and Tourists who travel with the B.C. Federation of 
,,s. conventions centres across abroad, businesses 'that Labor which is holding its 
the country and Clark make foraignpurchasesand, annual convention, included 
,uu"n"  COME promised Ottawa would companies thatlmyinterest fishermen and loggers who 
contrihute land and cash for on foreign loans all must said they were being denied 
up to one-third of a planned convert Canadian dollars unemployment 'insurance 
$40-million centre here. into foreign currency, because regulations were 
g U T  UN'" The emphasisontourism If there is an over.ail pay- tightened on claims by 
is aimed at correcting an manta deficit, this means seasonal workers. 
annual tourist spending there is a surplus of dollars They also said small spar- 
deficit expected to be about abroad, which drives down ators in the logging and 
$1.5 billion this year, down their value. The lower value fishing industries are 
slightly from about $1.7 dollar meana imported goods severely harmed when hijacked a Japan Air Linos 
billion a year earlier, cost more and this adds to buying equipment by high DC-10Jetliner today and 
1 0 P !  'q~ .16 jWi th°ut  giving details, h $ 1 1 domes!to inflation, borrowing costa, ternatlonaldiverted it toAirportNerltanearln- 
Clark also said the govern- To counteract this trend, Clark missed the Tokyo. -o-p'ta's demonstration at the He was overpowered by nue  e c  =.d°wnt°wnhisH°telflightVanc°uverarrived the orew attar Ordering that 
about 15 minutes early and the plane be fuelled for a flight to the Soviet Union. back to work he entered the hotel before The crewhandedKszum, get  =.  unionists gathered. Nomura over to Narita 
"It was Just a fluke," said airport police after a scuffle 
a Clark aide. "It wa~'t in the cockpit in which the QUEBEC (CP). - -  righttostrikeuntiltheendof planned that way." pilot, Toahiyuki Nishihlro, 
Hospitals and nursing homes the month. The demonst ra tors  39, suffered minor injuries 
across the province are 1977 COUGAR XR7 $5395 The l]]egai strike is not ex- marched around the hotel gearing up to readmit peeled to end officially until 
VS auto trans., PS 8, PB patients this weekend as the union locals ratify the and through the lobby 
45,000 non-medical workers agreement but with the bulk chanting "we want Joe" under the watchful eyes of a 
vote on the latest govern- of the voting slated for today handful of policemen. Their 
.meat offers, government spokesmen said signs included ones saying 1978' T BIRD TOWN LANDAU $8795 Velegates representing the they expect the workere to be - workers, who belong to the back on the Job by the "stop UIC cuts" and "Cana- 
Confederation of National weekend, ending a walkout diana wants work, oil com- 
Air conditioned,stereo 8 track, power seats &windows • Trade Unions, voted that has disrupted about 75 panics want welfare." 
Thursday to accept he of- Quebec hospitals. When they left, they stuck 
.tars tabled by Finance Meanwhile, a justice the signs in windows and 
aasoi'ted nooks and crannies 
Minister Jacques Parizeau department spokesman said around the hotel. 
1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE $3495 late Wednesday night and 25 more charges of violating Some of the demonstratora 
are recommending their the antlstrlke law were laid met with Environment 
members follow suit. Thursday against locals of Minister John Fraser, MP 
The non-medical support the hospital workers' union, 
workers were the only bringing to 73 the number of for Vancouver South and Conservat ive  lab~)r 
members of Quebec's charges since the walkout spokesman when the party 1976 MAZDA 808 2 DR. S W common front of public- began Monday. was  in opposition, who • ' $3595 sector employees to defy a About 275,000 workers promised to take their 
Excellent condition special aw suspendin~ their were affected, grievances to Clark. _ _  
NEWS BRIEFS 
statesman to the party he led 
for 11 years. 
The party and Trudeau's 
own popularity are weakest 
in the four western 
provinces, where the 
Liberals elected only three 
MPs May 22 and received 
only about 21 per cent of the 
1'rudeau plans to discuss ballots cast. 
the suggestion and other Along with Trudeau's 
ways of improving party devotion to bilingnallam, he 
support his weekend when became infamous in Western 
he attends what could be his Canada for such statements 
last meeting with the Liberal during the May 22 f e~,erul 
national executive.., election campaign as "why 
The plan could be in- should I sell your wheat?" 
terpreted as the last will and and "farmers are born 
testament. of a retiring grumblers." 
# g 
Hijacker's weapon: toy 
TOKYO (APt -- A man on his wrist, a JAL official 
armed with a bottle opener said. 
and a small plastic knife None of the plane's 345 
passengers, the other 1O 
crew members or the 
hijacker were injured. JAL 
chairman Shozo Hotta was 
reported to be among the 
passengers on the flight, but 
Nomura is believed to have 
been unware of Ms presence. 
Nomura, a 26-year.old tile- 
setter from Sakai City, near 
Osaka, took command of the 
domestic flight a few 
minutes after take-off rom 
Osaka Airport. 
First of 90 for Parrot 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
president of the Canadian 
Union of Postal Workers 
spent he first of what co~d 
be 90 days in Jail Thursday 
for defying federal 
legislation which ordered 
striking postal workers to 
return to work in October, 
1976, 
Jean-Claude Par rot  
reported to an Ottawa Jail 
after the Ontario Court of 
Appeal unanimously upheld 
the conviction.. 
Paul Cavalluzzo,' ~one "of 
Parrot's lawyers," said he 
will try to appeal the 
Judgment before the 
Supreme Court of Canada 
and will bring a bail ap- 
plication before an Ontario 
Supreme Court Judge today 
to have Parrot released 
pending a hearing. 
Parrot was convicted in 
April and sentenced tothree 
months.in prison as a r,,sult 
of the incident. 
The postal workers union, 
without a contract since 
June 30, 1977, began a legal 
strike. Oct, 16, 1978. 
Parliament's back.to-work 
order was effective Oct. 19, 
and Parrot called an md to 
the strike'aix days later. 
1977 FORD E150 ECONOLINE 
Short w. base van, V8 auto. trans. 
i 
1974 THUNDERBIRD 
V8 auto, stereo, air conditioning 
$5995 
$4195 
1979 ZEPHYR 4 DOOR S.W. 
V8 auto, PS, PB, 11,000 kilos. $6995 
1979 THUNDERBIRD 
10,000 kilos, $7495 
1977 FORD F350 CREWCAB 
V8 automatic, 8 ft. box. 
i 
1978 FORD BRONCO 
V8 radio, 4 speed 
FRIDAY 
1979 FORD F250 PICKUP 
Only 6000 kilos., V6 auto trans. 
1977 DATSUN PICKUP 
4 speed, 4 cyl., short box 
:00 
:15 
:00 
:15 
:15 
$8295 
91= 
$9995 lOii 
$7695 11ii 
$4705 12ii 
li' 1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION $12,995 Security conversion, frldge, furnace, etc. 10 
SATURDAY 
:45, 
1979 20FT.OKANAGAN MOTORHOME $20,995 11!i 
4cyl,4speed, ra~dlUo N 4x4 PICKUP $4995 12ii 
:45 
2 :oo :15 
:30 
:45 
i 
:30 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
463i Keith 635-4984 
Dealer No. 5548A 
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footba l l  " 
CAMDEN, N.J. (APt - -  
The Thanksgiving rivalry, 
~tween two high sehool~ 
football team wan oven 
shadowed by the rivalry of 
two motorcyle gangs when 
gunfire erupted on the 
football field Thursday, 
sending 5,000 tans screaming 
for cover. 
Eight persona were hit, in- 
eluding a two-year-old boy, 
when shots rang out at the 
Woodrow Wilson high school 
field during the third quarter 
of a game again#, Camden. 
Police said at least 20 shots 
were fired. 
Eleven persona suffered 
other injuries, including. 
some hurt when they were 
trampled by fleeing apes. 
tators. 
Dozens of policemen cm~- 
verged on the field to restore 
order, and at least 37 persons 
were arrested. 
The fighting erupted 
between the Wheels of Soul 
gang of Atco and the Ghetto 
Riders of Camden Just 
behind the south end zone, 
police said. ' 
Petrocan 
|ess 
agressive 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
PetroCanada would lose its 
aggressiveness if its shares 
were distributed to 
Canadians like shares of the 
British Columbia Ruourcee 
Investment Corporation, 
says the president of the 
Committee for an In- 
de~leazndent Canada. 
Salteman said in an 
intervtslw Thursday that ff 
PetroCan was responsible to
small shareholders who 
wanted an immediate 
return, it would stop taking 
risks. 
Saltsman said PetroCan 
and the Saskatchewan 
government's potash cor- 
ration are Canada's two 
success stories in beating 
back American ownership. 
The committee, which has 
1,-500 members, believes 
there should be more public 
ownership because it is 
frustrated with the private 
sector's attempts to take 
over from American en- 
trepreneurs, he said. 
"With most Canadian 
businesses, it's business first 
and nationalism second." 
He said 85 per cent of the 
combined manufacturing, 
petroleum and gas industry, 
per cent of the rubber 
industry, 74 Per cent of the 
electrical apparatus in- 
dustry, 59 per cent of the 
transportation equipment in- 
dustry 
. . . . ~ .  . . .  
( 
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Rhodes.ian patriot explains Canada's role 
Terrace andme surrounding ~d lan  .companies. ~ + ~  govm~.make 
These ar .  for in the of +.rag 
with .peep,e and tel! .hIs ~pltsl m. our r~m,  they I ~ ~ + ~  
orJani~.~U, m's+to . lv l .e .w navetr+sferred ecmmin ~ ~  a~i~ 
+k~;  ' ,;,,.+.~l~atobo+~ anoul,.me Illtual+on m. .  powe.'Wld.hasoonttl.ed ~ ~ + + +  . ~lllab|etob.ldthebrldges . _ _  
ofl~~t~e'°~orl~Ol~dee'a~tn~ "+,~l~"~af ;~.~i~.hinth..~ African country his people to the stabfllty of the rlu~it ~~~,~: , : : : i  _l~.,,_ck_lato me country ana thatwe silould , th ins  bethelrvlctime" 
~ ~ e m ~ ! ~ R  call Zimbabwe, but mat is regimes". ~,~~:! , '+  uttuckins the refugee ,, , g do ,, , . 
camiz, in order to kill as thataredeciciveinth ,, more widely known as . "In some .cam,  .these ~ ~ , ~ i  not change. It wont be the btdl~te 
~moesma. . large companles nave ~ ~ ~ k ~  /~ ' '  many as .poselble to reduce He urged Canadians, Ncube sald. " • end, the ' The war Is fur N~be. is a el .ight, ~ military links ~ the raelg . ~.~'ont.s support in the everywhere, topreMure the all of us. Let us solve the 
man who .speaas with an government In ~outh ~i(!.~ : ' ~ ~ ~ ,  : ~:dUons mey nope will be government and in _d~xy to problems, so that no-o~ 
attthority of someone who Mflon,"hesald. ~ 3 ~ ! ~ ~ i  • soon. stop.c~out.u~.~ me war wants to fight anyone 
has .been brought up in a He singlod out me com- ~/ i :~/~ i i ! /~  : ~ "The fact that we still an.a to me cmomal system, anymore." 
dtuati~, and wlth,the self- party In parUeuler, Space !~: ! : ' i / : ,~ : ]~ fought the racists In gim- 
ammrea manner oz a man Re~archinQusbecneerthe ; l , ?~ '~!~~[~m" ~bwe, despite their being 
wholmowsheison.thedde V rmout border, which he ~i'~~:~~"fL.~**> ~. .  mack, proves that we are not I ID I~AD v ~ l~f ,~tA i  ~ 
of . . .~ce.  . , zaS's Is ahiPldng mal l  arms, ~ ~ _  : ~ : ~  .a racist force ourselves," , - ,un~nl  -nvvvoiNG 
RECREATION NEWS I " "  . . . . . . , , o . .n ,  , , , . , ,  ,o * ~.. .  .eune said "We oppose see the Rhodedan conflict as ~outhMrica. " ~ ~ J - ' - "  anyone who stands in the by 
I a threat ,to the goals of other "These arms and Ihells ~~~'~~'  way of Justice, no matter ED CURELL and MARIA YOUNG coun~es in Africa, as long arel~K~g used to kill women ~ .... what color they are." 
By MARY-MP, HG~i~ETSMITH-SNEED asthosecountrissdm'tm~ek and young children in MTSHANANCUBE... 
PolT~o e Water Polo Club is hosting a sanctioned Water to' oppress people, refugee camps in Mourn- ...ezplalas peelilon 
Tournament this weekend in the Terraee pool. "We don't see our 8trng~e blque, Zambia and in BOt. 
• l~e club has brought five men's and four women's ~ a thrut," he said in an swans." l l ' s  and that they were 
interview Wednesday. He wings Canadian people redly behind the unilateral 
ams from the lower mainland and Prince Rupert to "indeed, we see ~ as a to participate in the at~rul~le declaration of independence 
that lan Smith, then prime compete in round robin action al l  weekend. Playoffs contribution to world by preseurin8 the Canatf~n m/ntster of Rhodesia, made 
will be on Sunday, but the tourney will take place itabliity and to the Cause of government~p~'eventthme 
between 7 and 10 p.m. tonight, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. peace for all people." links, andtova'~tslei£eri'and i  1965. 
Saturday and untfl noon on Sunday. This tournament "My purpose (in. maldng organize in order, to preveat The fact that the Brit~ 
will lead to the provincial championships, the Pacific Northw~t our) companies based in Canada did nothing to couuteractthe 
• ~e regular pool schedule will be cancelled on this is to intorm the Canadian from selling arms and treasonous ant, Neube mid, 
evening and all day Saturday and but will resume on people of, the ~'ue. nsture of paying low wagse, whinh he proves that they were not 
Sunday afternoon. . the m'ugi~e of our people says are cmtrlimting to the really interested in 
punl~ing Smith, lint were in The Waterpolo Club is also giving a be~nner's against .the racist govern- problem by keeping hi, t~P/eam~ytrying to confine 
mint in gimbabwe," he said, pesple aslaved by the raelst e real tssue of the question waterpolo program for both men and-women~ It will Neube wants to alert government, 
include light workouts to learn the game. People just Canadians to thdl" country's In Wedne~lay's interview, of colonielism in Rhodesia. 
need to show up every Tuesday f rom9 to 11 p.m. A role in the colonial govern- he qusstlmed the desire of Ncube'sorganizatinnisnot 
nominul fee will be charged each night. They are also munt in ZImbabwe. theBriUahgoveenmentfora pleased at all with the" 
organizing a water polo program geared to junior "The role of the Wan- settlement, but at the elect/ms which were held in 
high school students. This is a mixed program on anat/onal corporIUonS like Thursday meeting he was Zimbabwe this past April. 
Wedne:sdays from 5 to 6 p.m. Students need just show Alcan and Falconbrid~e Is much more explin/t in hIs "Bishop Muzorewa is 
up and participate for a very nominal fee. lm~rtan{ tO the main- chargmthsttheBriti,.h~e nothing but an Inn Smith 
t~anee of colonisllmn in really behind the confllnt in with a black face," he said. 
Teen Disco is tonight at the Arena Banquet Room Zimbabwe, he said. "These Zimbabwe. Muzorewa was elected 
from 8:30 - 12:30 with the muale of the E & WEn-  compan/espeylowwagesto NeubeuidthattheBrltkh Prime Minister in those 
terprises. The theme is Greaser Night so come on out our people, so low that in had been trying to avoid a eleedons, but the PatrloUe 
inYOurbobbysoxsandpenytallsandhavesomedisco some cases they cannot peaceful settlement in Front, to which ZAPU 
fun. Admission is ~.00 at the door. live." Rhodesia since the early belongs, did not participate 
, because they objected to the 
• ' I constitution the elections 
SATURDAY. 5 p.I, to mid l i i~t  I were held under. The Patriotic Front wants 
.. all the people who have left 
' the country to fight the 
'me front, made up of 
ZAPU, led by ,los,,,, Nkomo, 
and ZANU, led by Robert 
Mugabe, has made several 
concessions to the opposing 
forces in the negotiations 
now taking place in landon. 
The most important, ac- 
cording to Neube, was the 
allowing of the 20 seats 
resarved for whites in the 
Parliament. 
"We are opposed to that 
principle which allows racist 
representatl0n in our 
parliament," he said, "but at 
least the whites no longer 
have veto power over 
legislation in the bo'dy." 
His organization cmsiders 
individual ownership of land 
unacceptable, preferring the 
communal ownership of 
property. They do not object 
to individuals owning 
homes, but he says that 
"what you plant in the soil is 
different from the soil lt- 
Ncube's main message in 
the talk was that Canadians 
are part of the struggle in 
Zimbabwe whether they 
know it or not, and they are 
not on the right side as he 
sees it. 
With the passing of the library referendum this past 
Saturday, we are very pleased to be able to suspend 
charging for library services, to those residents of 
Thornhill, Brauns Island, North Eby, North Kalum 
Lake Drive, Old Remo and New Reran. This means 
that persons in these areas can now obtain a library 
card without paying a fee and have access to all 
library materials and resources. 
We are especially happy that children in these areas 
now have full access to our collection, as we have long 
felt it a pity that they have been excluded from the 
pleasure and stimulation that a library can provide. 
Now that the deterrant of a fee has been lifted we 
look forward to serving a great many more people. 
Books, records, pamphlets and magazines for Joan; 
maps, atlases and phone books for rederence, books in 
other languages, record listening facilities, 
photocopier, film projector and screen rentals are a 
part of what we provide. We hope that you will make 
use of these and our other services. 
Children's book festival week has been great fun 
since it started. This week the fun continues, as 
members of staff dress up as characters from 
children's books. On Sat. Nov. 24th at 1:00 p.m. there 
will be a puppet show for the children. We are also 
receiving streams of names for our library guinea pig 
mascot contest and it should be difficult to choose a 
winner. Anyway, the draw will take place at 4:00 p.m. 
Saturday and we will have a name for our "pet" at 
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NORTHERN CRAFTLT,. 
NOW LOCATED AT 4619 LAKELSE AVE. 
Fri. Nov. 23rd 
& Sat. Nov. 24th 
The New 'Programmed for Perfection' 
Bernina has all the advantages ol the 
• most expensive 
sewing machine... 
but notthepriceJ 
PROGRAMMED FOR PERFECTION ... The New BER- ~ . .  
NINA is the latest accomplishment of our Swiss design- 
team. It's gifted with Electronic Needle Power and pro- 
grammed for perfect stitching on every fabric without 
any tension adjustment. "'-  
The new BERNINA is high fashion's status sewing ex. 
perience without the status price! It allows you to tailor 
your most artistic inclinations into original Ilattering 
fashions. Never a pucker or pulled stitch ... only smooth 
flowing lines of elegance. 
The new BERNINA is elegantly styled and 'gifted' with 
talent for every kind of stitching from exclusive VARI- 
OVERLOCK to decorative embroidery and automatic but- 
tonholing. 
Test sew the BERNINA today and meet 'the new fashion L _  . . . . .  
aristocrat'!. • F., .~ P 
RNINA 6 
The Power ]:)ehL~d the Needle. I+ ;~ : ~ ......... , '~ .~+~1 • ,, ,,,, i i ,  ,, , 
Free table with each BERNINA 
purchased Friday & Saturday, 
Nov. 23rd & 24th 
10 % off all Craft Supp lies 
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Pierre Elliot Trudeau finally retired. 
Everyone was wondering when he would take the 
jump, from being the leader of his party to the lesser 
position of cabinet minister, or, even harder to accept, 
that of a mere backbencher. 
After twelve years of hearing "Prime Minister" 
before his name,it has been difficult o getused to the 
change to "Opposition Leader." 
What has been even harder to get used to, after the 
self-assured (some would say arrogant) leadership of 
a brilliant but unpopular man, has been the sight of the 
Clark government trying to find out what government 
is about. 
I was only ten years old when Trudeau came to 
power. Although I haven't always agreed with the 
man or his policies, I find it difficult to see how the 
country will function without him. 
In retrospect, the War Measures Act may seem to be 
a mistake. I am all for bilinguallsm and 
multiculturalism, but the way Trudeau's government 
handled it can be questioned. 
From my position, one step to the left of his policies, 
I see him as having continued the selling our country 
down the road to American and multinational cor- 
porations. 
One area where his presence may be irreplaceable 
is that of foreign relations. He was respected all over 
the world for his leadership and intellectual capacity. 
Richard Nixon was terrified of being together with 
Tr~td~lrilt-p~lblle; b'e~a'~Se l~ felt~that ' Trudeau made 
him.kstkst~pi~.. .~. .~, . . ,~: .  ,. ...... ......... . 
We are already sadly lacking in any coherent 
foreign policy, a fact testified to by the Israeli em- 
bassy travesty. Clark is proceeding with considerably 
more caution these days, but after that little piece of 
magic one must seriously wonder whether he knows 
what he is doing or not. 
Trudeau gave us the respectability in international 
affairs that no-one thought we would have after 
Pearson stepped own. Perhaps the present govern- 
ment will surprise veryone and really stand behind 
Flora McDonald's tough human-rights stand in the 
UN. 
One thing is for sure, though. Clark and his govern- 
ment have so far shown no signs of producing anyone 
as powerful as the former Prime Minister. He lent 
Canada a respect based almost solely on his own 
brilliance and personality at conferences and 
meetings of heads of state. 
That may not have been a good thing. Perhaps, as I 
think is true, we should impress people on our policies 
and actions, rather than our choice of leaders. 
Perhaps Clark's government will do just that. 
No matter what you think about the two mei., 
though, you cannot disagree with this simple fact: Joe 
Clark is no Pierre Elliot Trudeau. 
That most dangerous of all diseases, apathy, is 
epidemic in the Northwest. Witness the recent urnout 
for municipal elections in Terrace and Kitimat. The 
percentages were abominably low, 29 per cent in 
Terrace, 25 per cent for Kitimat. 
~'ihe lack of a mayorality race in Terrace may have 
helped keep the vote down, yet the acclalnation of 
Dave Maroney for another term, while a feather in his 
cap, does reflect a certain lack of concern. 
Perhaps the most startllng'.y poor response came 
from the Thornhiil community. A~tl'.o'Jgh no per- 
centage figures are avaflahie, only 345 people decided 
to exercise their voting rights to return Les Watmough 
to the regional district board. 
In contrast, 614 voted in a school beard election in 
Hazelton, a community of comparable size. In light of 
the key issues facing Thornhill residents in regards to 
the very identity of the community, the statistics are 
even more depressing. 
Elections aside, more citizens should be taking an 
interest in the direction of their community. Frankly, 
it is tiring seeing the same 40 or 50 faces howing up to 
public meetings on amalgamation, transit, or the 
community plans of either Terrace or Tbernhill. If 
more citizens howed they cared and got involved and 
,bec. ame more informed, there would be less grum- 
ruing over suci~ issues as the ski hill tow rate hike. And 
less to grumble about. 
Science 
and 
technology 
Robert P. Multhauf 
CONNECTIONS: TECHNOLOGY AND CHANGE IX: 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
By ROBERT P. MULTHAUF 
This is the ninth of a weeldy, fifteen-part general 
interest, non credit, educational series on technology 
and change, called Connections, offered by the Open 
Learning Institute. 
Each week, an article will appear in this paper. On 
Sunday, at 8 p.m. on Channel 9 (Cable TV), you can 
watch the weekly PBS television series, Connections, 
part of this multi-media continuing education 
program. As well, you can purchase a Viewer's Guide 
from the Open Learning Institute. 
In this article, Robert P. Muithauf of the 
Smithsonian Institution discusses the relationship 
between science and technology. 
By ROBERT P. MULTHAUF 
Although scientists and technologists still think of 
themselves as doing different hings -- the former 
exploring .nature's mysteries, the latter satisfying 
human needs -- they have come to recognize their 
Increasing interdependence, and many people today 
have trouble distinguishing between them. 
To the 19th century Canadian, the puttering of 
"pure" scientists seemed in ridiculous contrast to the 
ever more fruitful business of inventors. 
A century before, Benjamin Franklin, a 
distinguished practitioner of both science and 
technology, favored science. Joseph Henry, probably 
the most important American scientist of the mid-19th 
century, also practiced both, and clearly preferred 
science. He deplored the American mania for novelty 
and, as first Secretary of the Smithsonian I stitution, 
convinced Congress to establish in the Smithsonian 
the nation's first scientific research laboratory. 
But science was dull stuff compared to the in- 
ventor's apparently inexhaustible bag of tricks. 
Before 1950 the inventor turned out such wonders as 
the cotton gin, patent leather, the harvesting machine, 
clipper ship, Colt revolver, and mass-produced clocks 
and guns. 
A genius for invention 
Europeans began to suspect that North Americans 
had a peculiar genius for invention. By the l~s  they 
were convinced of it by the inventions of Thomas Alva 
Edison, who was entertdined as an equal by the 
greatest scientist of France, Louis Pasteur. 
Edison called himself an inventor, and was as 
emphatic about it as Henry had been in calling himself 
a scientist. Like Franklin before them, Henry and 
Edison worked in electricity, a field that changed in 
Franklin's youth from a collection of lore about sparks 
and "attractions" into a new science. 
But even while electricity remained largely a 
mystery, it was readily exploited by inventors. 
Always alert for utility, Franklin supplemented his 
science by inventing a toy electric machine that 
turned a wheel. In the 19th century, such electrical 
toys evolved into practical machines. Edison com- 
bined the steam driven generator with the electric 
light and a distribution system to inaugurate the 
modern era of electric power. 
By the 1950s the cornucopia of technology had 
yielded artificial plastics, aluminum, the calculating 
machine, typewriter, and machine gun. 
But the most startling inventions were still in 
. . . .  ~_ .~.~.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - _ 
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electricity, where North Americans remained pre- 
eminent. The electromagnetic elegraph ad cut the 
time for communicating between cities and countries 
from days to seconds. The most successful was that of 
Samuel F.B. Morse, a painter who knew little of 
electricity, but who had an indispensable idea, the 
"Morse code." Morse consulted Henry, whose an- 
noyance at this exploitation of his favorite science 
increased when Morse utilized one of Henry's in- 
cidental inventions, the electromagnetic relay. 
Henry's indignation had scarcely subsided when he 
was visited by a teacher of speech named Alexander 
Graham Bell, who wanted to transmit speech by 
electricity but admitted knowing nothing about 
electricity. Henry's gruff advice that he "learn it" 
masked awillingness to help, and Bell became in 1678 
the most successful-of numerous inventors of the 
telephone. 
Eminent mechanics 
North American inventiveness was, in fact, a 
culmination of events that began in Europa in the 
Middle Ages, when nonhuman sources of power first 
mechanized metal working and textile production. 
Anonymous craftsmen in Italy and Germany were 
mainly ressonsible for these innovations, but by the 
lath century Britain had taken the lead, with the in- 
vention of the steam engine and its development i o a 
versatile source of power for factories, railroads, and 
steamships. 
These inventors were no longer anonymous laborers 
in the vineyard of technology. James Watt, Henry 
Maudslay, and other "eminent mechanics" were 
predecessors of 9th c~ntury North American in- 
ventors. 
• These events paralleled a revival of the rational 
explanation of nature which we call science-a more 
visible development since it involved educated upper 
and middle class men such as Rene Descartes, 
Christian Huygens, and Isaac Newton. Science also 
became a hobby of the wealthy, thanks largely to new 
instruments, uch as the telescope and microscope. 
There was no gulf between science and technology 
in the 17th century. Scientists agreed with the English 
philosopher Francis Bacon that science should be 
applied to the useful arts, and many scientists tried 
their own hands at invention. 
The scientist-inventor, however, proved to he a dud. 
Science and technology seemed, inthe last analysis, to 
req. nir. e different kinds of talent. In time the European 
sclentist decided to stick to his specialty, which was, 
after all, more intellectual, ess commercial, and 
clearly a higher calling. "Eminent mechanics" were 
still mechanics, beneath the level of what came to he 
called pure science. 
In Canada and the Unit£zf States this bias was 
reversed. Democracy was the ideal, and "monar- 
chical institutions" uch as academies ofscience Were 
rejected. The eminent mechanic was honored in 
America both socially and economically. 
Thus Franklin, Henry, and Edison represent phases 
in the relationship ofscience and technology. Franklin 
was intellectually a European, a scientlst-inventor 
imbued with Baconian ideas. Henry was a scientist in 
a country where scientists were held in low esteem. 
Edison was a technologist in a country where the 
eminent mechanic reigned unchallenged. 
Useful science 
But other phases were to follow. Even as Edison 
enjoyed his triumph, Bacon's 'long disregarded 
assumption that science could be useful to technology 
was becoming a reality. 
In 1956, A.W. yon Hofmann, a German who headed 
the Royal College of Chemistry in London, was ap- 
palled when his student, William Henry Perkin, tried 
to salvage an unsuccessful experiment that yielded a 
messy purple sediment by marketing the stuff as a 
dye. It was the first of many artificial dyes that were 
commercially profitable, and eventually scientifically 
interesting. 
By the 1670's the production of dyes had become too 
complicated for the uneducated and required the 
special knowledge of the scientist. Only Germany 
possessed many such chemists and by 1900 enjoyed a
near monopoly on artificial dyes. 
By the 1920s others began to imitate the Germans, 
and the chemical industry everywhere came to ~c 
dominated by chemists holding university degrees. 
In other fields the eminent mechanic held on for a 
time, but one industry after another has fallen under 
the shadow of academic science. Edison lived to see 
this happen in his own field. Electricity had continued, 
through the invention of radio, to reward the 
uneducated genius. But by the 1920s the electrical 
engineer was finding mathematics and physics 
unavoidable, and the eminent mechanic found himself 
an outsider. 
In one of his last interviews, Edison predicted that 
man would invent a weapon so horrible that he would 
"abandon war forever." Such a weapon was indeed 
developed, not under the leadership of eminent 
mechanics but of university trained scientists and 
engineers. 
Scientists and engineers have found a 
psychologically acceptable middle ground in "applied 
science," while military necessity and gover~nent 
support enable them to produce marvels far beyond 
the capacity, if not the imagination, of the now 
legendary Edison. 
Since 194S science and technology have become 
virtually indistinguishable, except as preferences of 
. particular individuals. "Improvements" have gushed 
forth across the whole spectrum of science and 
technology, and Francis Bacon has been justified. 
The 'late-20th-century North American no longer 
laughs at science, while his enthusiasm for technology 
has dimmed considerably, and he has increasing 
difficulty telling which is which. 
It seems that we have entered not just another phase 
in the relationship between science and techn?Iogy, 
but another era, with a different question: the 
relationship between science-technology and society. 
About the author 
ROBERT P. MULTHAUF has been with the 
Smithsonian Institution since 1954, serving as 
Chairman of the Department of Science and 
Technology of the U.S. National Museum, as Director 
of the Museum of History and Technology, and as a 
senior researcher. He is also Adjunct Professor at 
George Washington University. He is president of the 
History of Science Society and for many years was 
editor of its journal, " Ir is" His oublieatlnna inelud~ 
The Origins of Chemistry" and "Neptune's Gift: A 
History of Common Salt." 
NEXT WEEK: Engineer and historian Eugene S. 
Ferguson of the University of Delaware xplores the 
impact of engineering demands on tec.hnology and, 
consequently, on society. 
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,TR UDEA U: 
Pierre and Margaret disembark in happier times. 
What u future holds 
By ARCH MacKENZIE 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Pierre 
Trudeau's resignation as na- 
tioual Liberal party leader 
may help stabilize the fragile 
political balance over the 
short term. 
And i t  gives Liberals the 
opportui~tty to select 
somebody who may give the 
party a better chance in the 
next general elecdou, 
Trudeau, in announcing 
his resignation Wednesday, 
suggested a leadership 
conventiou in March. 
That would mean patting a
freeze on any Liberal ap- 
petite to defeat he minority 
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a look back 
Trudeaumania to the back bench 
By KITTY MCKINaEY 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Pierre 
Trudean, the Mout~asl in- 
teliectual who first came to 
power 11 years ago in ablaze 
of Trudeaumania, an- 
nouncad today he is leaving 
polffiea Just as suddenly as 
he entered. 
Trudeau, dO, who seemed 
so young when he burst ~to 
the federal scene in  1985, 
says it is time for somsone 
eke to take up bis fight 
against separatism in 
Quebec. 
After years as a vueifemu!s 
critic of the Liberal party, be 
came to Ottawa s a Liberal 
MP in 1985 to show 
Quebecers they had a place 
in the federal system. 
Ironically, as he leaves 
federal politics, the 
separatist threat looms 
larger than ever and critics 
say Trudeau exacerbated 
the situatiea through Ida 
rigid federalist stand and in- 
ability to compromise, 
Announc ing  h i s  
resignation --  he plans to 
stay on until a successor is 
selected next March --  he 
said the party needs a new 
leader to continue fighting 
for notional unity after the 
Quebec referendum on 
soverei~nty-assoelatlen next 
sP~nb~e dying days of the' 
May 22 election Trndeau, 
still preaching the national 
unity theme of his first 
electien, was almost begging 
voters to give him one more 
chance to deal with Quebec. 
That the voters turned. 
instead to boyish rival Joe 
Clark, a man Trndeau never 
took seriously, had to be a 
severe disappointment to a 
man who seldom has failed 
at anythiug in his life. 
After his almost chance 
entrance into politics -- the 
Liberals were chasing Jean 
Marchand, who wouldn't 
come to Ottawa without 
Trudeau and Gerard 
Pe l le t le r -  the Montre~I 
millionaire's son became the 
darling of the media and of 
adoring women who 
showered him with roses and 
kisses wherever he went. 
The swinging bachelor 
Justice minister, who wore 
an ascot and sandals to the 
Commons and took the state 
out of the bedrooms of the 
nation, won the Liberal 
leadership almost ef- 
fortlasaly in 1988. 
l lb youthful charisma nd 
vague promises of a Just 
Society coincided perfectly 
• with the optimistic mood 
sweeping Canada the year 
after the Centennial and 
• Exoo '67. 
The mercurial Tnkl~u 
has always confounded 
observers with his 
willingness and ability to 
change styles. Often appear- 
lug aloof and. arrogant, he 
proved even in his last 
election that he could turn on 
thS charisma t w,l. 
His personal motto was 
"reason before passion" but 
he was infamous for his ill. 
tempered  outburs ts ,  
mouthing the legendary 
"fuddle-duddle" phrase 
across the floor of the Com- 
mons and later threatoning 
to kick the ass of a Con- 
servative MP who heckled 
him. 
Never knewn for his 
respect or affection for 
journalists, Trudcau once 
~w~t Into a shoving match 
th a radio reporter. And he 
took one final shot at 
hlsreporters a  he announced 
resignation. 
"If I can be ponnltted to 
turn around a phrase, I 
w .ould say that Fin kind of 
sorry I won't have you to 
kick around any more," he 
said as he left the news 
conference. 
At the beginnin~ of the last 
election campaign, he 
seemed almost intent on 
elieeatin~ voters. He called 
fa rmers  pro fess iona l  
complainers, told a heckler 
to get off his ass and find a 
Job and labelled the. 
provinces selfish and 
egotistical 
But, aides aid, galvanized 
by the realization that Clark 
had a good chance of taking 
away his Job, Trudeau 
finished strongly with 
blazing attacks on his Con- 
sedative rival. 
Ironically, public epinlsa 
polk showed voters over- 
whelmingly considered 
Trudeau the most competent 
and meat attractive of the 
three party leaders. 
The battle he could not win 
was against the apparent 
widespread feeling that after 
16 years of Liberal gevem- 
.ment and 11 years of 
Trudeau, it was time for a 
change. 
But in his first three 
elections he app~arcd to 
have a Midas touch. 
Whichever image he chose to 
adopt appealed to the voters. 
In 1988 the public loved 
him as an international Jet- 
setter who dated stars like 
Barbra Strelsand, 
And when he married 
three two years later, 
Canadians fell in love with 
~Ids bride Margaret, 29 years 
big Junior. She was, the 
media burbled, beautiful, 
sexy, brilliant and aecom- 
pl~ed. 
'Shaken by his near-leas at 
the polls in 1973, she took to 
the campol~n trails in 1974 
praising him as a man who 
taught her "a lot about 
loving." 
When Margaret left him in 
1977 for a Jet-set life of her 
own and later published her 
kiseand.tell autobiography, 
there was a great outpouring 
of public sympathy for 
Trudeau, left to 'ralso three 
small sons on his own. 
His political rivals, 
especially Clark, ruled 
Trudeau's marriage troubles 
strictly out-ofbounde in the 
last election. 
After his defeat, Trudcau, 
always the stoic, conceded 
gracefully to Clark and 
promised to give the new 
government a chance to 
govern. 
He then disappeared for 
the summer, canoeing in the 
Northwest Territories and 
vacationing with his sons in 
the Maritimes. Some said his 
most significant ac- 
complishment in his first 
four months as Opposition 
leader was growing a beard. 
For a man who once 
ridiculed MPs as nobodies, it
was hard to see any promise 
in the Job of Oppcaitlen 
leader. Once Parl iament 
resumed In October, it 
seemed obvious his heart 
was not in the rule. 
He rarely led off 
.questioning inthe, Commons 
question period, as Is 
traditional for an Opp~itlon 
leader to do, and was only 
roused to speak when his 
policies or adminktration 
were under attack. 
in Opposition, Liberal MPs 
who thought hey had been 
slighted by Trudcau felt free 
to voice their dissension. 
With rivals for his Job 
breathing down his neck, 
Trudeau recently began 
mending pdP'caf fences at 
Liberal gathering. 
But stirring attacks on the 
government, written for him 
by aides, were delivered in a 
unenthusiastic monotone, as 
if he were Just goiug through 
the motions. 
The Conservative party's 
loss in two byelectlons this 
week may have increased 
the pressure on Trudeau to 
realg~ With the minority 
government hanging by a 
me-vote thread, an electien 
might have been forced at 
any time. 
A number of Llberak were 
said reluctant to fight 
another e lect ion with 
Trudeau as leader and party 
officials were to decide this 
weekend whether to call a 
leadership conventiou. 
--April, 1968: Trudeau 
becomes Liberal leader 
and days later succeeds 
Leater Pearson as prime 
minister of Canada. 
--October 31, I97~: 
Trudeau's Liberals hang 
on to power with 109 
seato, narrowly edging 
Robert  S tanf ie ld ' s  ' 
Conservatives who win 
107 seats In federal 
election. 
- -Nov.  31, 1979: 
Trudeau quits as Liberal 
leader and calk for a 
leadership convention 
next March. 
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of rethinking the party's 
policies and of rebuilding its 
organization to be ready to 
return to office, In my view 
one element of that renewal 
should he a change in the 
leadership, . 
I thought a good deal about 
a change of leaders with the 
Quebec referendum facing 
Canada, presumably late 
next spring. I want to assure 
all Canadians that wherever 
I am or whatever I do, I will 
continue to work and fight 
for our country. 
As member of Parliament 
for Mount Royal and as a 
Canadian born and raised in 
Quebec, I wish in particular 
to express my thanks to the 
people of my constituency 
end of my province for their 
unfailing support. As they 
have stood by me in every 
battle since 1985, so to the 
best of my ability I shall 
stand with them to fight for 
.Canada during the 
referendum. 
But I also know that the 
struggle for unity will he an 
cagoing one, lasting well be- 
yond the referendum. It will 
require loug and sustained 
efforts to build the kind ef 
Canada that most of us want. 
I feel it's time for a now 
leader to take up this work. 
And to you (the press), I
think what hasn't nsen ap- 
parent collectively is that 
when we meet singly or in 
small groups I can say that I
enjoyed working with You.l 
And if I can be p rmitted to I turn around a phrase, I would say that I'm kind of 
sorry I won't have you to 
kick around anymore. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Following is a text of former 
prhne minister Trudeau's 
statement announcing his 
resignation as leader of the 
Liberal party: . . . . . .  
I 'm announcing touay mac 
after spending nearly 12 
years as leader of the 
Liberal party I'm stepping 
down from the leadership 
and asking the national 
executive ofthe party to call 
a csavention for next March 
to choose a new leader, 
There is no easy way or ideal 
time to leave and there are 
always strong public and 
private reasons both for 
golug and for staying on, At a 
point in time one simply 
makes the decision as to 
what is best, 
I will ~trn over a healthy 
rt~e to my successor, We 
114 energetic and 
oedicated members of 
Parliament who in many 
cases have been my friends 
and colleagues since I came 
to Ottawa, Many senators 
have also been loyal sup- 
porters, l 'm grateful to them 
and to all the Liberals 
throughout he land for 
having iven me such an ex. 
traerdinary opportunity to 
serve my country. 
Our party has a large and 
growing plurality of support 
from Canadians, as wit- 
nessed by the recent 
~ rovlnclal and federal yelections. These Ca- 
nadians are dedicated to 
Liberal principles and 
policies and are deeply 
eeacemed over the present 
government's actions.. I 
know that before too xoug 
they will call on our party to 
Movers Canada gain, 
Liberals are in the process 
Pierre's goodbye 
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The general Commons 
mood also had detorlated in 
the six weeks since the new 
• Parliament met Oct. 9, to the 
point that only two bills had 
gone through Parliament as 
of Tuesday. 
The Clark government has 
run into heavy weather on 
two main questions --  its 
inability to get agreement 
with Alberta on a new energy 
policy pushing petroleum ~:~. 
prices up sharply and on the 
perceived need to maintain 
recerd-high interest rates to 
keep ahead of thcae in the ~:~:~ 
United States. 
All that will be grist for 
Liberal leadership can- ~,~ 
dldatos, and it will mean that 
the political debate is going ~'.:. 
to flow beyond Parliament 
until the leadership choice is 
made. 
Clark moved quickly 
Wednesday to say he plans 
MECHANICAL 
UPGRADIHG """ 
TRAIHIHG PROGRAM I 
legislative program. 
And Stanley Knowles, 
veteran Rouse leader of the 
New Democratic Party, said 
the Trudeau announcement 
means "there will he DO 
election for the next few 
months." 
Trudean was a new leader 
in 1968 when he was unable to 
win the first majority 
government since 1982, 
heating new Conservative 
leader Robert Stunfield. 
Joe Clark was the unsung 
leadership winner in 1976 
sad went on in 1979 to win a 
minority declaim. But any 
visions of a national Sweep, 
of the kind recorded by John 
Diefenbaker in 1958 after he 
as a new leader won a 
minority election, appear to 
he less likely. 
That at least was me mes- 
sage in the byelection results 
in Saskatchewan d New- 
foundiand this week. 
NDP MPs appeared to have 
a good chance ~ if they 
exerted their opposition on 
certain subjects -- of top- 
piing the Clark government. 
The Progressive Con- 
servative voting margin in 
the Commous was reduced to 
one this week by Liberal sad 
NDP byelection victories, 
That assumed continued 
government of Prime support for the Con- no general election call that ~; 
Minister Clark before then. servativas from the five- would take advantage of 
No political party relishes member Social Credit Liberal preoccupation with 
fighting a leadership battle caucus and leader Fabien choosing a new leader. He 
and a general etectien--erew Roy had indicated that some speculated that the Trudean 
As matters issues, such as the Con. development may help the 
developing, Liberal and s e r v a t i v e h o u s i n g government get moving 
legislatisa, could not be ac- more quickly on its 
cepted as they stand. 
Silhouette Fashions i 
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RESPIRAToR,He'PDIsEASEFight |'r"l" d[e,o.o ,oeS (cV,.FredofamyearCancer.,o..ooatio, the ' h rald 
Christmas Seals Sgambati, one of Canada's tiver, but continued both hi. l beet known sportscasters, broadcasting and his work 
:.:.:.:.:.:::.:.:.:::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:;:•::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:::: died early today of cancer for the cancer society. 
after more than a year's In speeches for the society 
disease.pets°hal battle with the the trony of his role was not SPORTS 
NOTICE 
LAZELLE  MEDICAL  CLINIC is now 
located at 4612 Greig Avenue upstairs. Al l  
patients charts have been preserved. For 
appointment  please cal l  
635-6263 
BATTERY SPECIAL 
up to 
s $83.27 p,u, t,x 
R27F 75 amp 
=,*Replace. 
With a new Motorcraft  
Battery - The Latest 
in Battery Technology, 
Terrace Totem Ford 
4631 Keith Safes Ltd. 635-4984 
1 "4 l~"  " I l l  ~..T..4 f . .~ 
Riverside Auto WrKking_ 
-Licensed mechanics available 
to install parts 
-Used parts & accessories 
-Used cars & trucks 
-Motors & transmissions at 
reduced prices 
-BCAA affiliate 
24 HOUR TOWING 
635-6037 4129 Substation Road 635-930~ 
Training Opportunity 
Floorcovering 
The Apprenticeship Training Programs Branch of the 
B.C. Ministry of Labour is offering a pre. 
apprenticeship course at Pacific Vocational Institute 
(Burnaby), designed to prepare man and'women Ior 
employment as apprentices in the Floorcovering trade. 
Course Term: 
From January 2 to April 11, 1980. 
Fees and Allowances: 
All tuition fees of persons selected for training 
wilt be paid by the Ministry of Labour. In 
addition, training and travel allowances will be 
provided, where applicable. 
Work Environment: 
The work environment for members of this trade 
is normally Indoors. Installations will vary from 
large commercial projects to small residential 
application. Persons engaged in this trade are 
required to kneel for extended periods and 
should have the necessary strength to handle 
heavy rolls of floorcoverlng materials. Because 
the work frequently Involves direct contact with 
the public, courtesy, co-operation and the ability 
to handle criticism are necessary qualifications. 
Course Content: 
• History of hard-surface floor coverings • 
Prospects of the trade • Customer nnd employer 
relations * Safe working practices • Hard- 
surface materials of the trade, Hard-surface 
installation tools • Subfloors and surface 
preparations • Adhesives and their uses • Trade 
mathematics and basic layouts • Tile layout and 
installation • Sheet goods layout and 
installation • Topset base installation • Hard. 
surface stair installation * Tufted carpet 
installation requirements • Basic carpet 
Installation tools • Tufted carpet preparation •
Tufted carpet installation • Glue-down carpet 
installation. 
Admission Requirements: 
• 16 years of age and over • Good health • 
Minimum education, Grade 10 (Grade 12 
preferred). 
Application forms and further Information may 
be obtained from: 
• Apprenticeship Training Programs Branch 
B.C. Ministry of Labour 
4946 Canada Way 
Burnaby, B.C. VSG 4J6 
• Apprenticeship Branch Training Counsellors 
at Ministry of Labour Offices in 
Chllllwack, Cranbrook, Dawson Creek, 
Ksmloops, Kelowna, Nanalmo, Nelson, 
Prince George, Terrace and Victoria• 
• Principal 
Paclflo Vocatlonnl Institute (Burnaby) 
3650 Wllllngdon Avenue 
Burnaby, B.C. VSG 3H1 
• Your nearest Canada Manpower Centre 
Sgamhati, 58, had really 
been fighting cancer for 
three years as chairman for 
the Canadian Cancer 
Society. 
Active in the sportscaeting 
field for CBC until the very 
end, Sgamhati had been in 
the business since 1951 when 
he joined CKFH Radio in 
1957, working in both radio 
and television and covering 
many national and In-' 
ternational sports events. 
Winner of a 1976 ACTRA 
award as the best sport- 
scastor of the year, Sgam- 
hall, known to his friends as 
Scooter, had an operation a
Water 
polo 
tourney 
The Terrace pool is hosting 
the tidrd annual Terrace 
Invitational Water Polo 
Tournament this weekend. 
Nine teams are coming to 
the tournament, five men's 
and four women's teams, 
with the finals to take place 
Sunday afternoon. 
Men's teams from Bur. 
naby, Prince Rupert, 
Terrace, University of 
Victoria and an official's 
team from Simon Fraser 
University will be com- 
peting. 
Women's teams from 
Burnaby, Prince Rupert, U. 
Vic and Terrace will also be 
competing. 
Games begin at 7 p.m. 
tonight, when the Rupert 
women's team plays the host 
Terrace team. Rupert's men 
play the Terrace men at 7:50 
and Burnaby and Victoria 
teams compete beginning at 
8:40. 
The tournament Is around- 
robin affair, with all tied 
games going into overtime to 
determine winners. 
are  
board 
and 
lcome 
seats 
lost on him. 
He used to say after he 
learned of his illness: "In my 
talks to audiences across 
Canada I always included 
the point that we nil have 
days when he ask the 
question 'Why me?' I then go 
ell to say that we must learn 
to turn the question around 
and ask 'why not me?' 
because no one can say that 
he or she is immune from the 
disease of cancer. Little did I 
realize on those occasions 
the full impact of my words 
or that I would find myself 
testing the truth of the 
statement." 
Before Joining the 
broadcasting business, 
Sgambati was active in 
sports, specially as a referee 
In football, hockey and 
basketball. He was probably 
best known as referee in 
Canadian college football. 
He always found time for 
other things as well and over 
the years has been chairman 
of the Ontario Sportswriters 
and  Spor tscasters  
Association; secretary. 
treasurer of the Football 
Reporters of Canada and a 
member of the Royal 
Canadian Yacht Club and the 
Toronto Press Club. 
Sgambat l ' s  sports  
troadnasting assignments 
included three Olympic 
Games, the Pan-American 
Games and World Hockey 
championships. 
He had been com- 
memtator on CBC-TV for 
football, hockey, golf and 
horse racing. He covered 
even more on CBC radio. 
He Is survived by his wife 
and four children. 
On Thursday night, CAN. 
SAVE, the Canadian Save 
the Children. Fund, an in. 
ternatlonal.alftilated 
charitable organization, 
awarded the first CAN- 
SAVE Fred Scambati 
College Bowl Award to 
Sgamhati, who was unable to 
be there in person to receive 
the award. 
The award, received by 
scambati's son Fred, Jr., 
was created in special 
tribute to Sgambati for,-hP/• 
years of dedication tocollege 
football, the youth of Canada 
and to building the spirit of 
Canada. 
Terrace Hotel 
almost winners 
The Terrace Hotel team left to play in the second, but 
has finally ended the the Juveniles scored three 
~ Juveniles' winning streak at 
nine games, tying them 5-5 
~with a four-point per- 
,o formance .by Cary Hum. 
phrey leading the way. 
Humphrey set up two goals 
including the tieing marker, 
and scored two others to lead 
the Hotel team in getting the 
first point away from the 
Juveniles this season so far. 
Terrace was up 2-1 after 
the first period on goals by 
Humphrey and Norm 
Lavalle. Jim Rigler got the 
Juveniles' first-period goal. 
The Juveniles took a 5.4 
lead into the third period, 
though, scoring four goals in 
the last nine minutes of the 
period. Terrsce's Rae Rowe 
put his team up 5.1 with 12:40 
goals in two and a half 
minutes to take a 4-3 lead. 
Simon Dodd, Larry Nord- 
strom and Bob Dempster put 
their team ahead with 6:17 to 
play. 
Humphrey's second goal of 
the game tied it wltl/ just 
over a minute left, but with 
22 seconds to go Ken 
Wldemnn put the Juveniles 
back in the lead. 
The greater part of the 
third period was scoreless as 
Terrace Hotel's Mlckey 
Wagner finished the scoring 
at 68 seconds. 
Next action in the Terrace 
commercial League i s  
Monday night, when Skeena 
Hotel plays Weatend and the 
Juveniles meet McEwan. 
Commercial 
basketball scores 
Two games were played in 
the Terrace Commercial 
Men's Basketball League 
Thursday night. In the ftrst~ 
Klnas and Sons beat the 
Skeena Hotel Orphans 75-57. 
All Seasons came from 
behind to edge Ev's Clippers 
76-75. 
Klnss and Sons got 22 
points from Fred Lindsay 
and 14 from Andy Ruygrok, 
while the Orphans' Jim 
Checkley and Marly Adams 
each contributed 14 points to 
their loslug cause. 
All Seasons were behind 10 
points but came hack to take 
the oue-point victory over 
the Clippers. Mike Ireland 
got 34 for All Seasons, with 
Doug Me.Kay getting I6. Ev's 
got 18 each from Dale Prest 
Dave Crawley. 
Next games in the Terrace 
League are Tuesday, Nov. 
27, when Skeena Hotel meets 
Ev's Clippers, and All 
Seasons plays Kluss and 
Sons. 
Kltimat basketball action 
resumes Monday night at 
Mount Elizabeth Secondary 
School when City Centre 
plays the Chieftains at 9 p.m. 
Robisch sparks 
Cavs victory 
Dave Robisch came in 
Thursday night for an in. 
Jured John Lambert and 
sparked Cleveland Cavaliers 
to their third National 
Basketball Association 
victory in three nights, 120-93 
over Golden State Warriors. 
A sprained right ankle sent 
Lambert, Cleveland's 
regular centre, to the 
showp.rR fmlr mint;tp~ intn 
the game at Richfield, Ohio. 
The Cavaliers outscored 
the Warriors 20-3 in the final 
five minutes of the first half 
to take a 61-45 lead. Roblsch 
led that spurt with eight 
points and finished with 16. 
Robert Parish scored 25 
points fee Golden State. 
In the only other game, 
Milwaukee Bucks defeated 
NIsW JPr'PMsV NIstnl 117-1fl4~ 
SCHENLEYS 
Green outstanding 
By CHUCK SVOBODA 
CP Sports Editor 
MONTREAL (CP) 
David Green rushed fee 1,678 
yards in the Canadian 
Football League this season, 
DAVID GREEN... 
...outstanding player 
won the Schenley Award as 
the league's outstanding 
player Thursday night and 
put on a good stand.up 
•comedy routine as well. 
The 28-year-old Montreal 
Alouettes running back drew 
several rounds of laughter 
and applause in his ac- 
ceptance speech at Thur- 
sday's awards presentation. 
Among his best lines was 
his description of how he 
joined the Alouettes with five 
games remaining inthe 1978 
season: 
"I came here on a five.day 
trial and they sent me back 
to Erie, Pa. I tried to per. 
sunde the general manager 
(Bob Geary) to keep me 
around for a few days but he 
said 'No, we don't need yon.' 
'% couple weeks Inter he 
gave me a call and he said he 
needed me• • 
"So I had to try to figure if 
they were going to give me 
another run-around orif they 
really needed me•" 
Green won the top award 
over wide receiver Waddell 
Smith of Edmonton Eskimos 
in the final balloting by 
sports writers and broad- 
easters in the nine CFL 
cities. 
Smith, 28, a'gracious loser 
who praised Green's ability, 
also tried his hand at a bit of 
humor, telling the audience 
he was thankful for Eskimos 
coach Hugh Campbell's 
efforts. 
"Hugh Campbell spent a 
lot of time polishing, waxing 
and buffing to make me into 
something and he's still got a 
lot of polishing, waxing and 
buffing to do." 
Smith, 25, led the league in 
1979 with 74 pass receptions 
for 1,214 yards and 13 touch- 
downs and while he hod to 
settle for the runner-up 
prize, three of his team. 
mates were winners in the 
four other eat~,gories o f  
Thursday 's  awards  
presentations. 
They were defensive 
tackle Dave Fennell, out- 
standing Canadian player of 
the year; guard Mike 
Wilson, outstanding of- 
fensive lineman, and wide 
receiver Brian Kelly, out. 
standing rookie. 
Linebaeker Ben Zambiasl 
of Hamilton Tiger-Cats was 
the other winner, named out- 
standing defensive player of 
the year. He won that title 
over ll-year veteran tackle 
John Helton of Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers who had won 
it twice before -- in 1972 and 
1974. 
Fennell, last year's out- 
standing defensive player, 
won the Canadian award 
over Hamilton receiver Lelf 
Petterscn. Montreal guard 
Ray Watrinwas runner-up to 
Wilson and Ottawa receiver 
Martin Cox was runner-up to 
Kelly. 
Greeds 1,678 yards ~ 287 
carries was tops in the 
league a'nd a record for the 
Eastern Conference. 
Green and the Alouettes 
face Edmonton Eskimos in 
the CFL championship on 
Sunday and the 5.fost-10, 194- 
pound rusher hopes to 
avenge his team's 20-13 loss 
to Edmonton in last year's 
championshipgame. - • " 
Fennell, who last year won 
the Schenley award as out- 
standing defensive player, 
donated his prize -- a ~,500 
Canada Savings Bond-- to a 
crippled children's fund in 
BRIAN KELLY... 
...best rookie 
Alberta, the Edmonton 
team's favorite charity 
project, 
Team-mate Smith an-  
nounced he would do the 
same with his $1,500 runnar- 
up prize. 
Green, ~ldes tak~g the 
scbeniey Trophy, won a 
$3,000 bond. Winners in the 
Canadian, defensive player 
and offensive, lineman 
categories received ~,-0000 
the rooki~ won"S1,500 and 
runners-up 'in the last four 
categories cldi'ined $500 
each. ............ 
Fennell shrugs off award 
MONTREAL (CP) -- For named outs tand ing  eaying that for the players it 
the second year in a row, Canadian player of the year. can be a great distraction if
Dave Fenaell has brushed And agin Fennell et slip you allow it to be." 
aside an individual award to 
concentrate his attention on 
the Grey Cup. 
That could spell trouble for 
Montreal Alouott~syd~. f e~ t
": F~anell Ilffd= h ig~'~n~ '4,, 
Eskimos team-mates in 
Sunday's Canadian Football 
League championship game. 
Last year, Fenaell, the 6- 
foot-4, 249-pound tackle who 
leads the Eskimos defeace, 
was named outstanding 
defensive player of the year 
in the CFL. He said then that 
the awards were a potential 
distraction for those par- 
ticipating in the Grey Cup 
game to be played three days 
later. 
Fenaell accepted his 1978 
award and then went on to 
lead the Eskimos in a 20-13 
victory over Montreal in the 
championship at Toronto, 
and was voted defensive 
player of the game as well. 
Thursday night, Fennell 
again was a winner in the 
annual Schenley Awards 
presentations, this time 
DAVID FENNELL... 
• ..best Canadian 
his feeling that he individual 
awards are a distraction. "I 
would like to be concerned 
with only one thing in this 
point in time and that's 
playing the game on Sunday. 
When asked to suggest a 
better time to hold the 
presentations, which have 
become one of the major 
highlights of Grey Cup week 
festivities, Fennell backed 
off slightly, saying: "I'm 
But Fennell said he won't 
allow himself to be 
distracted. "The only thing I
want to do is beat Montreal 
I on Sunday." 
Known as Dr. Death for his 
fierce competitiveness on 
the field, Fennell showed the 
other side of his nature 
Thursday when he an- 
nounced his $2,000 award 
would be donated to his 
team's favorite charity 
project, acrippled children's 
fund. 
"Individual awards make 
me happy but I'm much 
happier to be part of the 
Eskimos," said Fenneli, 
sounding almost like captain 
Willie Stargell of the world 
baseball champion Pitts- 
burgh Pirates whose 1979 
winning slogan was "We are 
family." 
Edmonton guard Mike 
Wilson was named out- 
standing offensive lineman 
of the year in his first season 
with the Eskimos after 
moving from Hamilton Ti- 
ger-Cats. 
Edmonton was being 
quoted as the favorite by 
four to six points over the 
Alouettes who also had cause 
to cheer Thursday night 
when running back David 
Green collected the Schenley 
.... Award as the outstanding 
pla~er of the year. 
Unlike Fennoti, Green said 
he had looked forward to 
winning the award, having 
set himself a target of at 
least 1,600 yards rushing at 
the start of the season. He 
finished with 1,678 yards on 
287 carries. 
Grey Cup week activities 
continued today with the 
wind.up of CFL meetings at 
which one of the prime topics 
was expected to be an Ed- 
monton proposal for a 
ba lanced East -West  
schedule and a decision on a 
1981 Grey Cup site. 
Tonight's Miss Grey Cup 
pageant and Saturday's 
Grey Cup parade were other 
highlights remaining before 
Sunday's 1:30 p.m. EST 
game before an expected 
crowd of more than 68,-000 at 
Olympic Stadium. 
By IAN MacLAINE. 
The Canadian Press 
Not even Bobby Hull could 
save Winnipeg Jets from 
their embarrassment at he 
Montreal Forum Thursday 
night. 
The Golden Jet, making 
his first National Hockey 
League appearance at the 
Forum since he deserted for 
the rival World Hockey 
Association in 1972, got a 
standing ovation from the 
crowd of 16,921 when he 
made his initial appearance 
on the ice. . 
From there on, however, 
the Canadtena did a work- 
manlike job in overpowering 
the fledgling NHLers 7-0, 
Pierre Larouche scoring 
three times as the Mon- 
trealers blistered Winnipeg 
goaltender Pierre Hamel for 
43 shots. 
"Wo were facing a pretty 
good Montreal club," the 42- 
year-old Hull understated 
following the game. It looked 
to many observers that the 
Stanley Cup champions 
might have added to the 
score with a little more ef- 
fort.- 
"We scored enough 
goals," said Montreal's 
Mark Napier. "We're save 
some of it fee Boston." 
Montreal and the Bruins 
clash in n home-and-home 
stand =1 the weekend. 
Montreal is firmly atop the 
Norris Division with 27 
points but is in the un- 
familiar spot of third in the 
over-all standings behind 
Boston (31) and Philadelphia 
l~ lvorQ (.qO~ 
In another NHL game 
Thursday night, Jean 
Ratelle scored twice in n 
four-goal second-period 
spurt that lifted Boston to a 
7.4 win over another former 
WHA franchise, Quebec Nor- 
diquen• 
Boston.born Paul Stewart 
with the Nordlquns ap- 
parently got over-eager to 
impress family and friends 
and wound up with three 
fighting majors and a game 
misconduct in the contest• 
Canadleas 7Jets 0 
Larouche also drew two 
assists in the contest while 
Steve Sbutt and Rejean 
Houle were also two-goal 
scorers for the Canadiens. ~
'Shutt's goals, both on the 
Montreal power play 9½ 
minutes apart in the opening 
period to open the scoring, 
were his 10th and llth of the 
year and his 255 career goals 
moved him past Hail of 
Famer Dickie Moore as the 
second hhigheatscoring 
Montreal left winger. 
Aurel Jollat's 269 is the 
only Canadiena left winger to 
score more goals than Shutt, 
now in his eighth season with 
the Habs. 
"We played well fee the 
first l0 minutes," said Hull, 
who returned recently to the 
Winnipeg lineup after an 
absence of about a year 
because of injuries and 
contract disputes with the 
new Jets management 
headed up by former 
Montreal hardrock John 
Fergasea. 
Brulne ? Nocdlques 4 
Dotn l la  I~oel tl~,,.n~ re.role |~ 
the game as the Bruins won 
their ninth straight game to 
pull ahead of Philadelphia n 
the over.all points race. 
Mike Mllbury, Peter 
McNab, Rick Smith and Rick 
Mlddleton shared the other 
Boston goals. Real Cloutier 
had two for Quebec, Curt 
Drackenbury and Robbie 
Ftorck adding one apiece. 
In all therewere 81 penalty 
minutes in the game, 46 
agaimt he Nordiquos. 
The Bruins, ouishot 9-3 and 
staggering under a2-1 deficit 
after the first period, struck 
for four unanswered scores 
in the second 20-minute 
session to put the game 
away. 
Cowboys choke 
The famed Dallas 
Cowboys computer blew a 
fuse Thursday when it 
couldn't count o 11. 
The monumental mistake, 
courtesy of Dallas' s~cialtv 
teams, gave Honst~ Oilers 
a second chance, and they 
cashed the boner for the 
game-winning touchdown 
and a 30-24 Natioanl Football 
League victory. 
And if you're looking for a 
prime-time show about a 
struggling young football 
team with a patient, un- 
derstanding coach, Monte 
Clark and the Detroit Lions 
would like to volunteer. 
It would be a real grabber. 
The team, 1-11 behind a 
rookie and taking an eight. 
game losing streak into a 
nationally.televised 
Thanksgiving Day game 
against the rough, tough Chl- 
cagu Bears, who would be 
riding a roar-game winning 
string. 
The rest is elementary. 
With the whole country glued 
to its television sets, the 
~. . , . t . . k . . , .  t ,  . I 
matinee idol -- and the fun- 
loving defensive end -- who 
wears an earring in one ear 
off the field-- lead the team 
to a 20-0 victory. 
Oilers 30 Cowboys 24 
It all happened like this: 
On fourth.and.four from the 
Dallas 37, Cliff Parsley 
punted. However, Dallas, 
thinking Houston was going 
to try a field goal, was 
confused. 
The referees counted IS 
Cowboys on the field and 
David Stalls was the odd 
man out. 
The five-yard penalty 
moved the ball to the 
Cowboys 32, and, on the next 
down, quarterback Dan 
Pastorini rifled a touchdown 
pass to Ken Burrough. There 
was 7:54 left to play. 
The victory put Houston a
half-game ahead of Pitt- 
sburgh Steelers in the 
American Conference 
Central Division with a 10-3 
record, while the Cowboys 
dropped a holt-game behind 
Philadelphia Eagles and 
Washington Redskins, with 
Habs ground Golden Jet 
) 
THOR ILL SCHOOL 
Biblethe Key 
ByEDYUDIN . Bible is interspersed them of the regular in- 
• HeraldStaffWrlter throughout every subject," teraction experienced at 
"We're" not interested in explained White. other schools. 
bow to teach hut rather how 
the student learns." 
That statement might a 
first glance appear self- 
evident, alter .all isn't it the 
job of all schools to teach 
students? Nevertheless, ays 
Ids school's approach is in 
fact unique, and points to the 
results as evidence. 
White, says the Church of 
God has 21 students at- 
tending daily classes. The 
youngsters ranging from 
ages seven through 17. work 
individually at their own 
pace. When they have 
questions there are two 
instructors, the supervisor 
and monitor, to help them. 
The church school's 
technique is known as ac- 
ce le ra ted  Chr i s t ian  
Edocation. Students are first ~ 
tested and put at their own 
level, regardless of their 
age. Why is It called 
Christian Education? 
"The whole curriculum is 
Christian in concept and the 
On inspection e~,ery ~xt. 
book has quotations from the 
Bible here and there. Even 
the mathematics workbook 
occasionally includes a quote 
from the holy scriptures. 
Rev. White says the 
s tudents  ach ieve  
remarkable r sults, citing a 
class average •of over 90 
percent. He attrihutea the 
sucesss of the program to the 
fact the students "go at their 
own rate" and work in a 
quiet environment conducive 
to easier concentration. " 
"If the student happens to 
be very slow, we spend extra 
lime with them," he said. 
"But we also have college 
level courses for the more 
advanced students." 
Each student works in his 
own private "booth", a desk 
facing the wall, with side 
walls separating them from 
the two adjacent youngsters. 
This has the advantage of 
tsloating them, which helps 
concentration, but deprives 
Students take " tes ts"  
when they feel they are 
ready to. If they pass the 80 
per cent standard, they 
move onto more advanced 
material. Regular Bible 
inetrilction isincluded in the 
curriculum. 
White, wheis the principal 
of the S~ool, lectures to tSe 
whole dana once a week, in 
eddtlon to the regnar field 
trips scheduled, ."There is 
some instruction where all 
the dass participates," he 
pointed out. According to 
tbe Church of God school 
if nothing else, gets results. 
"Every .child has to set 
their own daffy goals" he 
eaid."If we see they are 
having difficulty we assist 
them." 
The private instruction 
technique is not unique in the 
northwest, he says. The 
Alliance Church in Kitimat 
also has an individualized 
religious.bused program. 
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Mixed marriage okay 
BOB DOUGLAS ago pushed the issue into the in community." 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Don open, An influential rabbi Now recent converts can 
Gerber, a voluble young urged the confercnce to"teli attend Temple Israel and 
Jewish rabbi, pooh-poohs the the nenJewich world thatwe feel they know others there, 
doomsayers who predict a hope to receive sincere ha says. They would feel esa 
gradual decline in Judaism converts from people who co~picuona. 
in North America, are like-minded rellgionaly," Once they become Jews, • 
He readily agrees that Gerber says. the new converts "want to. 
Intermarriage with non- Gerber and others had al. have Jewish homes and 
Jews is Increasing, one ready been counsellln~ non. Jewish children," .: 
reason some Jewish leaders Jews who were prepared to In some ways, these, 
view the future wlih ccncem, c~vert o Judaism. But the Jewish converts may be:~ 
But Gerber sees these Houston coaferenoe helped better grnunded in the faith .: 
mixed marriages as an stlmulatecenversion efforts, than thelrJewish mates who ,.i 
opportunity for growth. He's The meet fruitful source of may have drifted away from ;'; 
conducting an active con- converts is among non- strict attendance at: 
version program in his Jewish wives who have synagogues over the years, i 
Temple Israel synagogue -- thrown off past dogmas and the young rabbi says. i 
Grade nine student Rhonda Amer says she can a Reform or liberal Jewish need only basic lfi.truetion 
Work at her own pace at the Church of God School. congreptlon here, on such things as Jewish Gerber has even written i 
Jews have traditionally symbols and hdldey ob~r- an article In a local ~ Ch h h 1 shunnedat temptetoconvar t  vencen, the Ot tawarabb l in .  newspaper  about  his v iews 
urc  sc  oo  others to their fsith. But that dicates. • and expacts it "wlil have an 
has been chnngin~ inrecent Up until this year, Rabbi impact on growth of interest its hild n Gerbertaughtthepotentiai inconversionforcoupias'~ su  c re  years and now some Jewish cenverte separately. But he who are afraid to deal with" 
leaders are talldng about it now bas hegun aclam to help the consequences" o~mixed ....
Most students seem to agree that Accelerated publloly. 
Christian Education method does work, and Rabbi Gerber, a black- people "feel, part of a group marriages on their own~ 
bearded, bespectacled man, 
most are happy at the school, sald in a recent interview 
"I like it," says eight-year-old Greg Wellwood. there is a great potential for FROM THE 
• "You're working on your own." Grog, who is in conversions, particularly 
grade 3, says his orientation is towards cience among noR-Jewish wives of 
and would like to hecome an airplane mechanic. Jewish men. He holds CHURCH 
He says he has no intention ofmoving to another classes on the Jewish faith 
school, and eight to I0 people 
Rhonda Amer, i4, likes the idea of "working at become converts every year. 
your own pace." , I  find I have been doing better He says he expecte this LoNDON, Ont. (CP) There is some phoniness 
and also it's a Christian, school," she remarked, could be duplicated in Ul~ to The Jesus movement In tl~ associated with this type of 
200 smallsized cities 1970s injected needed religion but people can 
Rhonda, who is in grade 9, is interested insocial throughout North America. emotion into religion, a benefit if they strike a 
studies intending to go to college and later teach. It is generally accepted 
Unitarian minkter says. balance between emotion Jo-Anne Colhern, 16, was enrolled at the that more than 30 per cent of 
private school to give herself an opportunity to young Jews are marrying T h i s c h a r i s m a t l c and rationality, he said. 
catch up. She admits the teaching technique non-Jews in North America, movement allowed people to 
works for her. he says. Most of these mixed get ~ on ralston instead KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) -- 
"You can take tests when you want," she said. marriages involved Jewish of approaching It from a Rabbi Howard Finkeistein 
However, Jo-Anne misses her friends in the men and nonJewish wives, rational po/nt of view, Roy. says the fire and brimstone Eugene Fandrich told the approach to religious er. 
The Jewish population i  Unitarian Fellowship of moosdosen'tworkinteday's 
public school system. She also is unhappy over Canada is small -- nheut London recently, society. 
the lack of recreational ctivities uch as sports 
,, , , ,, 250,000. So some predict a "Tears do not a doctrine "Emotionalism is only 
andsays, afterImeaughtup, I l igohack. gradual decline in the make, but they're good end good for a second; in- 
Dale Woollacott is technically in grade 4 but number of Jews as they you should cry sometimes." tellectualkm islasting," the i 
says one of the things he likes is "you can be in expect the children of mixed Fandrich, also a phllosphy 'Kingston rabbi said recently. 
different grades in different subjects." He also marriages will adopt the 
rel~loos outlook of their non- instructor at Ryersnn Poly. "People are better educated 
technical Institute in today and they are very likes the idea of each student .studying a different 
subject at a time. Dale, who indicated he might Jewish mothers. Toronto, said the movement discerning. The sermon has i/ 
But Rabbi Gerber doesn't is part of a larger cultural to be palatable." 
like to become a rancher, likes studying science buy this forecast, change for people who are Another local clergyman, i'.
and English. He says he "prefers this school," A convention of Reform trying to 'find something Ray. Burry Wiseman of the 
The Church of God school in Thornhlll utilizes a unique intensive approach towards and has no intention of transferring. Jews in Houston two years different. United Church, says his ser- :'! i 
education.. 
, . - , , ,, . , , mona have become more :" 
~ .  storyoriented and are : 
' MTENn THE CHHRCII "During the 1950s and i 
f ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  I~0s, sermons about social i! 
/ , s , ,e  • • . s~ . • . ~ i  • ~ issues were prevalent," : 
/ I I'i%la~'11,tdqlam I~ f fqPq4,q~ I "_1,'11'111~1~ Wiseman' said. "Today, i 
/ V~&~I ,&&~I ,~ ,liJlt.&j~&&,~lk v&4,1ks&~&& ~ ~I~F' V~i l lm 'm ~ U ~ l l ~  people want o be. supported : i 
i .  " . / u r  luun  unUlbC in their own social causes, . 
[ l  PastorBob Lesvkras tor  l ied LOSJK  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  They come to church, for".: 
I " support and comfort.' :~ 
635 2807 [ 635-2807 m. , , ,A  A , ,a ,m=u TORONTO (cP) - ~he~" 
, . . • , , ,, ......... ~,~,'-.:.-,tJIdted ~ Caneda, hu"-: 
. . . . . . . .  . . . .  I  homas . . . .  : - : . . ,  . . . . . . . . .  Iffl  
. . . . . . . . . .  t~ sueceed-~e iate Re~,. "AI T]• 
Forrent as the $28,115-a.year ~: 
editor of the United Church :.! 
Observer magazine. ~ 
Zion" MlP , . . ,~-  ~-"  Ch 7 ' ' i McCullum, who will soon : 30 p.m. Sing,no and B hie Study / ua=,ds® hecem, a member of the 
/ ~-  - - - -a -  - - -  United Church, is  a former 
/ R~. . . .  ~-- - - . L - -  - - - - J  M--~.£ Ang] l~n.  He was editor _and 
/ t, ornor o l ;ara l  anu itgn general, manager oz. "r~ 
. . . • . .  . • unurenman, me national 
~ r a s w o r  ram momnpr ~r y=~:os.papor during the 
• ~ Home 635-5309 From 1~ to 19~, he ,,. ~ worked for the now-defunct 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m, Toronto Telegram where he 
• " • a m ' became enera~ news editor. • ~ MornlngWo.rshlp11.00 . • Since I~ ,  he has been an 
. ~ .  J ' ~ ~  ~. _ _ ~  ~,,,~4f,(.1~.4~ --~'~ . . . . .  "'"'" . . . . . . .  r- . . . . . . .  / . ~  ---------- - .a~a~r~es :° r rs i  ~ 
. i , J .. of Wsetem Ontario in Lon- 
• ~ don and now is head of a joint 
church study group on native , 4726 Lazelle llvenue 635-9019 [ afar. 
J ' VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
• Sunday Services. 10:00 a.m. ~ and a flame Join ins  
, ' , new loMo uuop~ uy .~., 
~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. / 
11:0O a.m. - Holy Communion for the family ~ ~ PlansJ°hn's toUnitedrebuildChUrCha 190&0~as it
~.  Minister: Reverend Lance Stephens • 635-5855 ~ • ~ church ravaged by fire in 
ouse of Praise Donald Crowhurst, 
church pastor, introduced 
the logo at the church's 77th 3406 Eby Street ~.~ 4830 Straume Avenue, Terraoo 636-2312 ~ ' ~ " ~ ' ~ ~  ~ ~ P "  anniversary service this 
/ S  AFVAI~oOHA¥ o~RM y ~  : i ; ; ;~y  iW;;j;71on0~ T~: ~.~ .7. O: 30 / meath. He naid the flame SAT URI~ADYA E ~EN ;NG i comes from th  Presbyterian symbol of the 
• 1:158.m. / <u.~n~v ~%~"/~ ~ A class for all ages ' " 7  ' the Holy Sptrit, as well as the 
warmth generated by the 
7:30 o,m. '1 ~ parish, 
~ '  " l:00a.m. Family Worship Service The cross symbolizes the 
central message of the 
7:30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Weloomo! Christian faith and both, he 
T U E S D A Y N I G H T sald, have significance inthe 
7:30p.m..BibleStudyandPrayerMeeting ~OU To church's ongoing ministry 
WEDNESDAY and service in Vancouver's 
7:30 p.m. Ladies.Home League Fellowship Worship I west end. 
SATURDAY 
/ "~ 7:30 p.m. Youth Group / ~ , ~ ~  
/ IfMOl IIMITi:II £HUgfiH ~ Christian Counselling .~  
/ n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Emergency Welfare /#UOl~' l l "  I I Iq l 'U4.~ A kl ~Ul  IO f~U~ 
/ 4907 Lazelle Avenue ~ Spiritual Resources / ~nnlo  I LU  ! nsne '~ l~ ~,anunvr= ~ "~-~--- 
' " ' " '  ' "  " " '  / {- 
sunday School 10:00 a.m j l  ' ~[{l)~" ,.- 
, ~ Reverend R.L. White / 
Morning Worship 11:00a.m. ~ It's tim,, to ~'all y,,ur 
~ Evening Worship 7:30 p.m, ~ Weh'.m,, W ~,,, h ~st,,.~ 
~'~- -~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  :. ... ~ .DiS Mohningor 63'5 5309 , Prayer Service Wednesday 7:30 
• Evelyn Anweiler 635 5571 
t t t 
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: & SMITH :Year-Round Right Windows Essent.lal 
: : Climate " • . . . . . . .  • For  Energy  Conservat ,on  
•  : Control Most American home- " f low"  of heat in cold 
• ~1 Arc you p lanning to owners have the best inten- weather from inside the 
• tions about energy conserva- house to the outdoors, swelter through another 
BB =,  - - "  
• REVENUE HOME 
m 7 years old, 3 bedroomn up, 
• 2 bedroom basement suite, 
• carport, corner lot, garden 
• area. Inquire today about 
• this property listed at 
• ~59,990. 
• A HOME TO THINK 
• ~kBOUT AT 13% PER- 
• CENT 
• ~, two year old Panahode 
• ~ome featuring 1440 sq. ft., 
• 3 bedrooms, large living 
• room, spacious modern 
• kitchen, asphalt driveway, 
• carport, storage shed. Lot 
• size 200x76. Listing price 
• ~0,000. 
• ATTRACTIVE FAMILY 
• HOME AT 3945 SANDE 
• BLVD, 
• Featuring over 1100 sq. ft., 
• 4 bedrooms, split level 
• living room & T.V. room, 
• basement with rec room, 
• laundry room and cool 
• storage. Exterior is siding 
• with brick decor. Rear 
• patio off kitchen. Lot size 
• 75x200 landscaped with 
• fruit trees, greenhouse 
• attached garage, wood 
• heater with fan to augment 
[] furnace. Excellent value at 
• $52,000 which includes 
• fridge, range, chesterfield 
[] and chair. 
I 
puXears old, 3 bedrooms, 
U basement, double 
carport, 186'x119' lot, quiet 
street. Make your offer on 
this property listed at 
Fo6,500. 
REVENUE HOME 
7 years old, 3 bedrooms up, 
2 bedroom basement suite, 
carport, corner lot, garden 
area. Inquire today about 
this property listed at 
859,990. 
3.75 ACRES OF 
RESIDENTIAL 
PROPERTY 
A property ready for a 
home or homes with 
subdivision for two lots and 
established well. Located 
in Thornhill on Kofocd. 
Asking price $40,000. 
6,2 ACRE INVESTMENT 
property with location hard 
to beat at the intersection 
of Highway 16 and 25. 
Registered road access 
from Highway 16 and over 
500 ft. of highway frontage, 
also includes pumping 
station with capacity of 600 
gal. per minute, cozy 3 
bedroom full basement 
stucco home. An excellent 
opportunity for develop- 
ment. 
• A,E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast: 
HORSESHOE AREA • 
5years old, four bedrooms, •
full basement, wo 4-piece II 
baths, carport, Natural gas M 
heat, fireplace, nice m 
children's backyard. View • 
this property listed at : 
$63,s0o. • 
HANDYMAN SPECIAL • 
1 acre of cleared property 
with barn, corral and A- • 
frame home which has fire • 
summer, or are you going to 
try to make do with half- 
way measures uch as win- 
dow air conditioners in key 
locations? 
Of course, those aren't he 
only alternatives. 
You Could treat your 
family to the luxury of 
whole-house comfort year- 
round by stepping up to to- 
day's most modern and ef- 
ficient method of indoor 
climate control - -  the all- 
electric heat pump. 
damage to interior. We : Expensive? To a degree, 
have been instructed to sell 
property as is. Location is ~ yes - -  but isn't everything 
approximately 5'/~ miles today? 
north of Terrace on Kalum • 
Lake Drive, • 
LUXURY IN THE : 
COUNTRY • 
A lovely home located on • 
five acres, landscaped and • 
treed. This home is only _M 
four years old. 3 large m • 
bedrooms, 2½ baths, large • 
family-rec room with stone • 
fireplace, wet bar and • 
built-in 50 gal, aquarium, • 
fireplace in living room. 
P lush  carpet ing  : 
throughout. Cedar ex- • 
tar•or, workshop, double • 
garage. Sundeck off kit- • 
chen. Very tasteful • 
decorated. For more in- • 
formation on this lovely • 
home call 635-6361. • 
Real Estate Service • 
However, putting in an 
energy-efficient heat pump 
system that cools and dehu- 
midifies in summer and 
keeps you cozy warm in win- 
ter needn't be a strain on the 
pocketbook. 
The reason is inflation. In 
recent years, the price of 
housing has soared, and to- 
day the difference between 
what you owe on the mort- 
gage and the present value 
of your home represents a 
substantial nest egg that you 
can tap for home improve- 
ments, vacations, college x- 
penses' or other worthwhile 
purposes. 
A home equity loan with 
PRICE.& VALUE 
Is there a difference between price and value? 
Where does the basic value to 1he buyer reveal it- 
self? In the answer to tho question "WILL THIS 
PROPERTY SERVE MY NEEDS AND MEET MY IN: 
TENDED USE?" 
When looking.for tho home you want to own, it is 
possible Io become confused by the many alterna- 
tives at similar prices currently avaffablo unless you 
have sorted out your requirements. 
The variable aspects of a property to be consi- 
dered would include: location -- access to schools, 
shopping and transit; construction and style; 
number of rooms; extra bathrooms; finished and 
unfinished areas; garages/carports paved/gravel 
driveways; andscaping; lot size and shape; mort- 
gage amounts and interest rates; and any extra 
items included in 1he asking price - -  i.e. drapes, 
appliances, etc. 
Maintain a notebook, keeping information and de- 
tails on all the proportios you inspect. As well as the 
features you like and dislike, record price, taxes, 
~xtras and your reactions at tho time of inspection. 
view your notes vrequently while you are searcn- 
ing for the "right" house, always keeping in mrnd 
the uso and needs you intend to satisfy. 
Compare and contrast the properties you really 
like and which most meet your particular equire- 
ments. Be critical of them to find why you prefer 
them, and which needs they moel. Compare and 
contrast the finandial aspects of your preferred 
properties. Check them against your present posi- 
tion as well as your projected finances. 
Thisis one method of finding the difference be- 
tween the price and value --  as il relates 1o you. You 
can become better acquainted with the market situ-. 
ation as well as you r own requirements. Then, when 
the right combination presents itself, you will 
quickly recognize the "right" property for you. It will 
be the one that will serve your needs and meet your 
intended use. 
r~eoLtor~ 
Put~shed in the interest of the commumly 
by your IOCdl Real Estale Board M co. 
operation wtth the Canadian Real Estate 
Association. 
tion. But, thcydon't always 
know how to effectively cut 
fucl use. 
For example: they may 
install extra wall and ceiling 
insulation and lower the 
thermostat, yet overlook the 
need for proper, insulating 
windows.. 
That's a serious oversight. 
As much as half the heat 
loss in an average home can 
be traced to uninsulatcd or 
poorly-insulated windows. 
Poor windows can also 
cause heating and cooling 
equipment to overwork, ad- 
mit uncomfortable drafts, 
and encourage messy con- 
densation. 
Preventing these prob- 
ictus is simply a matter of 
using the right windows. 
That is ,windows whose sash, 
frame and pane will not 
readily transmit heat. Wood 
windows with insulating 
glass and factory-applied 
wcatherstripping meet the 
requirements. Here's why: 
' . Wood - -  which is made 
up of countless miniscule air 
pockets - -  is a natural in. 
sulator. Therefore, wood 
sash and frame, retard the 
I I 
• Insulating glass is ac- 
tually two panes of glass 
with a cushion of air be- 
tween. This cushion ~s a 
barrier to heat transmission, 
keeping warmth inside the 
house in winter and outside 
the house in summer. 
• Wcatherstripping insu- 
lates by preventing air in- 
filtration through cracks 
around the window. Tight 
stripping seals out drafts 
and stops warm air from 
escaping. 
A good insulating window 
also prevents condensation, 
which is caused by the 
"collision" of cold air with a 
warm window. In a weather- 
stripped wood window with 
insu la t ing  glass,  tem- 
peratures arc stabilized 
the inside of the window 
stays warm, the outside 
co01. So, the "clash" condi- 
tions that lead to condensa- 
tion do not occur. 
Every home, new or re- 
modeled, should have win- 
dows that help cut fuel bills. 
They arc easy to find and 
available in all styles. 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
UNLOCKTHE EQUITY INYOURHOUSE 
WITH A ls t ,2ndOR3rd  MORTGAGE 
FAVOURABLERATES 
CAC REALTY  LTD.  4624AGREIG 
AVENUE 
• your property as collateral, Kitchen Desk Install rows of narrow PHONE635-6108 TERRACE :6t ; 6t61 EVENINGS " point out the financial ex -No  room Ior aa honest- shelving along a wall to BOB HAYTER,  MANAGER 
_m - ,  Bob R ipmeester  Har rySmi th  .B ports, can bc one of your to-goodness desk in your house bills, pencils, note 
m 635-2832 635-2826 • most flexible sources of kitchen? 638.1696 paper, etc. 
• Jim Duffy Laurie Forbes i readycash. Buthomcownersl PRUDEN & CURRIE LTD  4611 UIKELSE AVE, 63.6. 635.7448 planning to bor row against 
• Stun Parker  Gordon Olson their property should shop (1 t ie )  | 
• TERllAOE, B,0 ,  635-4035 m carefully for a loan, they 635-4031 . . . . . .  
,l•aIe•gmlmm•lmmmmllm••lmalmlml•lmm•lmgllmmmlmlmll caution. 11ERRAOE S OOMPLETE iI'Bi.  ST'iTE SBiVlOE 
4648 Lakelse Avenue 636-6142 
Investment Property: % 
acre on McDeek zoned RT, 
Suitable for multiple 
family dwelling. Call Pat 
for more information, 
New cabin on acreage. 
Located In quiet rural 
setting. Suttable as a week- 
end hide-a-way or as a 
permanent residence. Call 
Chrlstel or Horst GndlLmki 
and get all the details on 
this interesting property. 
LIVE IN ONE AND RENT 
THE OTHER! Situated on 
Kalum Lake Drive, this 
property offers a two 
bedroom house which has 
recently been remodelled, 
and a cosy two room cabin. 
Storage shed and garage 
also Included In the asking 
price of t30,000. Morlel bas 
more Information. MLS 
O'ver 2000 sq. it, com. 
inertial building In 
Thornbill, Present rental 
Income exceeds 11,500 per 
month. Out of town owner 
anxious to sell and has 
reduced asldng price to 
11135,000. Contact Horst 
Godllmkl for viewing and 
details. 
Home on Acreage with 
Subdivision possibilities. 
Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
full basement. A second 
smaller home on same 
property Rented. 2t/4 Acres 
could provide 10 building 
lots! For more details call 
Chrlstel or Horst Gndllnskl. 
(MLS) 
Qualified purchaser can 
assume the mortgage at a 
low interest rate on tbls 
new three bedroom split 
level home. Fireplace, 
carpor t ,  carpeted  
throughout. Call Murtel for 
more information. 
Choose your heating.three 
bedroom home that 
features an oil furnace, 
electric heat and a wood 
burner. Newly redecorated 
home located In Thornhlll 
features a large yard. 
Attached shop for the 
handyman. Priced at 
1140,000. Call Pat for more 
information. 
Three prime commercial 
lots ou Grelg. Priced for 
quick sale, Vendor may 
carry some financing. Call 
Joy, 
Acreage on Cory Road one 
block north of Halilwell. 
For more Information, call 
Jud~,. 
A warm rustic atmosphere 
highlights the interior of 
this new 1242 sq, ft. home. 
Of' panabode construction 
on a full basement, it Is 
located on a large private 
lot in a preferred area of 
Thornhlll. This great 
family home is available 
immediately and Murlel 
has more information. 
I 
Ideal property for hobby: 
farm right In townl This 
cleared ten acre parcel has 
access to sewer and water. 
For more Information, call 
Joy. 
This house Is ready for )~ou 
to move right It! Ex- 
tremely well kept house 
and yard In the uplands 
area. House has four 
bedrooms upstalrs, area en 
main floor has large family 
style kitchen, living room 
with fireplace and dining 
area wfih sliding glass 
doors to sundeck. For 
further Information, call 
Judy, 
LIST WITH REALTY WORLD- THE BUYER FINDERS 
i 
OUR SIGN IS ON LOTS 
OF LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONG: 
Attrnctlve family home on 
quiet street in Uplands 
area. Three-bedroom 
uPstairs, fireplace, patio 
doors off dining room. 
Basement  completely 
finished. Asking 169,500. 
For viewing call Christei or 
Horst Godlinsld. 
Residential lots. We have a 
number of good residential 
lots for sale, situated in a 
new subdivision In the 
horse shoo area. Priced at 
1118,000. Call Horst or 
Chrlstei Godllsskl at 635- 
5397. 
Three bedroom house m 
two acres of land. Potential 
to have your own hobby 
farm, small barn Is already 
built. Call Judy for more 
information. 
II 
Three bedroom, full 
basement home on 1½ 
acres In Gossen Creek 
subdivision. Only five 
years old. Property Is 
fenced and ineludos a 20' X 
60' house ham with five 
stalls and tackleroom. 
Asking t59,S00. MLS. Call 
Horst or Chrlstel GedHnskl 
for more Information. 
CHR ISTEL GODLINSKt PAT QUINN 
635-5397 , ,  63b.2532 
MURIEL NEALE HORST GODLINSKI FRANK SKiDMORE JOY DOVER JUDY JEPHSON 
635-2944 635-5397 635-5691 635-7070 638-1652 
INEXPENSIVE 
BUILDING LOTS IN 
THORNHILL 
Take a drive through the 
choice subdivision located 
between Krumm Road and 
Old Lakelse Lake Rd. and 
pick outa lot for building ia 
the spring. Lots are level, 
lightly treed, water is 
provided by a private 
water system, the road is 
paved and cableviston is 
available. Phone Rusty or 
Bert to view. 
[ LOVELY RANCHER ON 
J WESTVIEW 
Just under 2100 sq. ft. of 
living space with 4 
bedrooms, family room, 
two fireplaces, 2t/~ baths, 
carpeting, large family 
kitchen with eating area, 
lots of storage, laundry 
room and double carport. 
Many other extras in this 
owner built home. For 
viewing call R~ty or Bert 
Ljungh. 
BECOME A LANDLORD 
There are two houses 
located side by side on a 
dead end street close to 
town, each with two 
bedrooms, kitchen-living 
room combination and 
bathrooms, Both houses 
are presently rented. Price 
$30,000 for both houses. To 
view contact Rusty or Bert 
Ljungh. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
120 feet frontage on 49OO 
Block Keith Ave. Over l 
acre. For more in. 
formation call Dick Rvana 
4 BEDROOM HOME 
Price has been reduced on 
this attractive home 
featuring a brick fireplace 
in living room & cedar 
feature wail. Covered eck 
off dining room, full 
basement with rec room, 
workshop, laundry roon~ 
and sauna. To view call 
Dick Evans. 
EVENING 
PHONES 
I 
GOOD STARTER HOME HOMESTEADERS. 
Delightful two bedroom DELIGHT 
house in Horseshoe area. Beautiful property . fan. 
Full basement which could tnstic view. Thirty-six 
be developed. New gas acres for $30,000. Very 
furnace. Priced at 144,000. seldom can you acquire 
Call Danny Sheridan for acreage for less than $900 SHOP ON 2½ ACRES 
details, Located on Kenworth Road per acre. On school bus 
route, just north of town thls2bayshopbasalarge3 
and partially cleared, Give bedroom suite on upper 
Danny Sheridan a call for floor and gravelled yard. h 
information. Phone Bert LJungh to view. 
REASONABLY PRICED TRUCKERS SITE FOR 
BUILDING LOTS RENT OR PURCHASE 
STARTER HOME ON Priced at $12,500 to $13,000 Located on the Rifle Range 
MILLS AVE. these excellent lots are Road this property was 
Compact two bedroom located in a recent sub- used by a local trucking 
firm, and has 2½ acres of home on a concrete division providing paved 
ringwall, with oil heat and road, underground ser. cleared, gravelled yard 
located on a 90x350 ft. lot in vices, natural gas, and space, a 40x80 ft. shop and 
a quiet residential area. storm drains. For more a two bedroom trailer. 
lot fronts on two streets, information contact Rusty Contact Rusty or Bert to 
Price $32,000. Phone Rusty or Bert Ljungh. view. 
or Bert Ljungh. COMMERCIAL 
BUSINE88 
HOUSE, ACREAGE AND Grocery convenience store 
VIEW in Horseshoe area, This is 
Excellent family home an excellent location near 
with 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 schools with 1104) sq. ft. 
fireplaces, undeck, double three bedroom home at- 
garage with a view from tached. Call Danny 
every window located on Sheridan for further 
2.5 acres just 8 minutes 10 Percent Mortgage- 4916 details. 
from town, For viewing Scott Ave. Close to all 
phone Rusty or Bert schools. Attractive 4bdrm, 
Ljungh. home, acorn fireplace in 
living room. Full basement 
'~z acre building lot in with ree room, laundry 
Thornhill. Could be sub- room and workshop. For 
divided. Present offers. .appointment to view call NOW PRICED AT $79,500 
Call Dick Evans. Dick Evaus. Make an appointment to 
TWO LOT8 ON GRAHAM see this roomy spilt level 
AVENUE with 3 bedrooms, fireplace, 
Each lot is 60xlSS and one finished family room with 
lot has an older home, patio doors to rear deck, 3 
presently rented, Vendor baths, quality carpeting 
wishes to sell both and many more attractive 
properties together. For features. Call Rusty or 
further information phone Bert. 
HOME Bert or Rusty LJtmgh. 'HOME WITH LOVELY 
Located on Birch Ave. with - VIEW 
over 1800 sq, ft. on the main Churchill Drive - 1400 sq. 
floor, S bdrms, on the upper ft., full bemt., 3 large 
lI00sq, ft, level, fireplace, bdrmns., 2 natural rock 
carpeting, 4 baths, family f i rep laces ,  ensu l te  
room, front sundeck, plumbing. The living room, 
double garage all situated dining room and muir. 
on a large view lot. TIIORNHILL --  SIDE BY bedroom have ample 
Basement has finished SIDE DUPLEX windows and patio doors to 
rumpus room and storage. 1262 sq. ft. on 2 floors plus capture this excellent view 
Contact Runty or Bert basement. Two oil fur- of the Skeena Valley, % 
Ljungh. naees, two hot water tanks, acre lot, circular drive and 
dining room and plenty of natural trees for , Living, 
[ HIGHWAY 18 E. AREA [ kitchen on main floor, 3 privacy. Good start on 
[ Light industrial, approx, ] bedrooms &bath 2nd floor, large rec room with plenty 
[ 1% acres of light industrial One side rented, other side of windows and ground 
] property on Crescent for possession Dec. 15, level door to private yard. 
I Drive. Asking t47,500. Call Asking 154,900. CaN Dick CallBoh Sheridan for more 
Dick Evans. Evans for details, details, 
JOHN CURRIE  - 79il.22S8 BERT L JUNGH - 63S-S;$4 
BOB SHERIDAN - 535.2144 RUSTY L JUNOH - 53S.$754 
DiCK EVANS - 635.7048 DANNY SHERIDAN . 6B.S327 
I I  
I 
I'EIIll M:I' -kl'l'l~.l t'l' 
da l ly  
hera ld  
SECOND SECTION 
send.  
UNICEF Cards 
this ho l iday season. 
.~dber~. 
~,  . .~,~, 
sannman INN 
412l Hwy. 16 W. i"errace 
~-  e t I I - 
' VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA 
3 DAYS-2 NIGHTS 
t l  English Bay near Stanley Park 
755 Davie Street Phone: 682-1831 
. . . . .  . . . .  
• 25 i 25 
$36 ,o1 '  $56  , ~l t p,s 5,; ax ~ pus o ax 
/ _ _  PJRJ;j!;~,~N,r°~°,ila,=~x ~ ........... P2~ ;-l, ilR:--;;Li~m,,ta~, 
I Ahm'e l .cl .dc.~: 
, Beautiful Guest Room 
,k Breakfast (2) Mornings 
i ,Y- Steak or'Seafood Dinner 
at HY'S at the SANDS 
l EXTRA NIGHT 
| DOUBLE/PER PERSON SINGLE/PER PERSON 
$13.00 plus tax $23.00 plus tax 
L TOLL FREE IN U,S. 1.(800).52811234 • 
Book jacket winners 
These children are the winners of the Cassie 
Hall Elementary School Library's "Decorate a
Book Jacket~' contest. This contest was held to 
commemorate Children's Book Festival Week, 
and prizes were donated by the Terrace Dairy 
Queen. 
Standing are Patrick Dolphin (grade 7) and 
Clarice Deamar (grade 7), and kneeling are J.J. 
Woodgate (grade 5) and Teresa Derksen (grade 
4). Prizes were awarded to the winners by judges 
Eila George, present teacher-librarian at Cassie 
• Hall, and by Aileen Frank, who recently retired 
from George's post. 
In other developments celebrating the book 
festival, the staff of the Terrace Public Library 
are dressing as characters from stories and 
fables. Maria Young, Ruth Shannon, Ed Curell 
and Bette Olson (left to right) show off their 
costumes. 
e ,,,,,,,.." l e ss,s 
i ~  pap eraretw0ferra(;e 
I ~,~o~!~ 624-2621 or 624-3359 I :~ phone numbers. 
' ~ " ~  ~'~ ~"~ ~ t [~  Find them, and if one is yours you've ~_ 
........................................... ~ ~ won 
[ [ :  Pick up your tickets at the Herald ', 
,.~ m office~ 3212 Kalum St. , 
.~ *****************************  
• I( , , , 
.: Tw r Theataes : 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. P l lONE 638.8111 .~ 
• k t~ 
-It "I ,K' , SHOWING AT 8 P.M. 
~ ,0V. 21-24 , . ___ .  
North Dallas Forty ............ ~ 
~ NOV. 24-DEC. 1 
! The Amityville Horror ~ .  
4c . 4{ 
Matinee 2 p.m. 
i i 
:~ NOV. 21-24 
i Unidentified Flying Oddball ! 
,ov. 2 ,Ec 1 
i tholn'[aws <s)  
******************************~ 
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Hef's dogs not 
friendly types 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) -- 
Ronald Darby said he told 
Playboy publisher Hugh 
Hefner that he had a new 
moviescript toshow him and 
would be "dropping in." And 
he did, from an airplane. 
Darby, a 35-zcar-old musi- 
cian, flew over Hefner's 
Hoimy Hills estate Sunday in 
a red and white striped 
single.engined plane. Then, 
using a black parachute, he 
jumped with red smoke 
trailing from flares on his 
boots. 
On the way down, Darby 
apparently decided to switch 
course and landed on a golf 
course about 50 metres from 
the mansion. Police and Her- 
her's personal security 
guards' hurried to greet him. 
"It's lucky for Darby he 
didn't land inside the 
estate," said a Hefner 
spokesman who would not 
give his name. "If he hod, 
the dogs would have eaten 
him alive." 
Darby shoved his script, 
for a movie about Vietnam, 
and two tapes of the musical 
score into the hands of a 
Hefner guard. 
The Hefner spokesman 
would not confirm receipt of 
the tapes and script, or even 
say whether his boss was in 
town. 
Police released Darby 
without laying charges, but 
Federal Aviation Ad- 
ministration authorities 
were investigating the in- 
cident. 
Seldom Seen 
Senior, surfaces 
STRONGSVILLE, Ohio 
(AP)-- BULLETIN: Seldom 
Seen Sr. has been seen. 
The elusive Japanese snow 
monkey, missing since June 
from the Columbus Zoo, may 
have escaped capture in the 
Cleveland suburb of Strong- 
svilie, police say. Police said 
the seven-year-old monkey 
was believed to have been 
spotted Sunday before it 
disappeared into woods. 
Seldom Seen and his three. 
,car-old offspring, Seldom 
Seen Jr., escaped from an 
unlocked cage at the zoo. The 
younger monkey was cap- 
tured Thursday in a barn in 
Upper Sandusky. The older 
monkey was believed to have 
been spotted Wednesday at 
LaGrange. 
The monkeys have been 
foraging for fruit, vegetables 
and bread. 
ADD GROUNDS TO BOIL 
Old coffee grounds used as 
a mulch for house plants will 
add nitrogen to 'the soil. 
THE GREATEST SKI TRAVELOGUE OF ALL TIME 
DICK BARRYMORE'S 
/ . 
VAGABOND 
SKIERS 
Door prizes available 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Sat. Dec. 1,1979- 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets available ~:  Sundance Ski & 
Sports,-At~Seasons Sporting Gixxls ~' at the 
door. S4.$0 per person 
Whu 
the Huott Re9enc U 
Vancouver 
and the Bo~shore Inn 
have cut winter rates 
b U one-th,rd. 
December through March are pleas- 
antly mild winter months in Vancouver. 
They are also our "slow" months. So, to 
encourage your visit, we re offering a splen- 
did inducement: one-third off our usual 
room rates." 
With all due respect to the Bayshore, 
we believe the Hyatt Regency offers even 
more of an inducement than our friends up 
the road. 
Because their special winter rate gets 
you a luxurious room with a beautiful view 
at a fine hotel out near tranquil Stanley 
Park. But our special winter rate gets you 
a luxurious room with a beautiful view at 
a fine hotel right in the heart of exciting 
downtown Vancouuer. So you re steps--not 
taxi rides--from the city s best shopping, 
nightlife, restaurants, galleries, theatres and 
,~  ~ business addresses. And, be- 
~A.L.~z£~ cause our room rates are 
priced a little lower than 
/~/~lVd ~ the Bayshore syear-round, 
t '~  ~ i i l i  one-third off ours Is less 
~ ~  expensive than one- 
( ' ,~ i~0~=~ ~ third off theirs. Come dis- 
L ~  ~ )/ cover Vancouver in winter: 
Wim~ I( The only th~n~ "o.-sea~on 
ab?ut us is the price! 
HYATT REG~ENCY 
VANCOUVER / ~_1 [11 ~/ '~ ,  
655 Burrard Street ] ~ [  [~[ ~-.,~"~ \ 
Vancouver, B C. .,f'7 ~ 1  Ill ~1  \ v0C2R7 / / ~ lp~.~ ~ \ 
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45 "-- There" the matador ~ Mira, : .  SATURDAY r 46 Distinctive ~ Coral island Gardner 30 32 
13 Staunum uniforms 6 French export ~5 Crude metal 
(Mar.21 to Apr. 
You may gain a sudden 
insight about a financial 
matter. Doing extra work at 
home and partying won't mix. 
Chose priorities. 
T, US 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Unexpected decision re 
partnership. You may be 
disappointed about a romantic 
matter. Keep business 
separate from socializing. 
GEMINI ~ .  
(May 21 to June 20) 111[ 
Close allies may have ob- 
jections about traveling. 
Begin new work projects. A 
family member could be 
critical of a love interest. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Local visits may lead to 
romance. A ehunge of pace 
heightens perceptions. Not the 
time to finalize flnacial 
agreements. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) @~'~ 
Don't let money worry in- 
terfere with enjoying yourself. 
Follow intuition re domestic 
affairs. Listen to partner's 
thoughts. 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22) ~ ,  
Watch snap decisions. New 
insights re work, but you still 
may be nervous about ira. 
plemenilng them. Give health 
regimen speeiul priority. 
LIBRA 22) . JN_~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
A romantic meeting may 
not live up to expectations. 
Stay clear of clandestine in. 
volvements. News about 
finances requires quick 
response. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Be tactful in presenting new 
ideas. Unexpected visitors 
may upset home routine. 
Don't give a party unlssa 
you're in the mood. 
SAGITrARIUS ~i~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Sudden perceptions about a 
relationship ossible. You 
could change your mind about 
a business propesiton. Con. 
sider all angles. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
If traveling, yo~ may be 
tempted to overspend. 
Unexpected news from a 
friend. A i~erson at a distance 
may seem somewhat cold. 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) T40"~ 
Before involving yourself in 
a financial scheme of a friend, 
consult with close allies. Don't 
take risks with others' 
resources. 
TAURUS U~=~'  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
You'll make career 
progress but may have dlf- 
ficultyi~ perstladin~ 'clos~ " 
allies of the value of your 
efforts. Opponents are verbal. 
GEMINI ] [ ] [~ 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Travel may be pleasurable, 
but a trip may be cut short due 
to job responsibilitiss. Your 
impulse is to play hooky from 
work. 
CANCER @ ~  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Nervousness af fects  
romantic dealings. Children 
may be out of sorts. New plans 
re joint assets are worth 
following through on. 
LEO t ~  
(July 23 to Aug. 221 
Harmony may be main- 
tained with close ones by 
going out to a special place. At 
home, you're liable to get on 
each other's nerves. 
SUNDAY 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Nerves could interfere with 
concentration..Avoid making 
decisions under pressure. Try 
to keep a cool head. Deal with 
essentials. 
LIBRA ' = l f l l .~  
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Avoid squabbles about 
money while dining out. There 
could be a mix.up about a bill. 
Otherwise, romance and 
hobbies are stimulating. 
SCORPIO ~,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
You may feel tied down by 
family now. Avoid an in- 
dependent attitude. Do your 
own thing, but not at the ex- 
pense of others. 
SA n'rARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Don't be so suspicious of 
others' motives. Aprivate talk 
with a friend will ensure you of 
their sincerity. Watch your 
tongue. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Follow financial hunches. 
Money is best spent for career 
purposes. Turn down a party if 
you can't control your spen- 
• ding. Friends unpredictable. 
MONDAY 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)'I"4/"'~ 
A go-gettar at work could in 
someway upset you. Don't 
view him-ber as a competitor. 
You may be concerned about a 
family member. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Don't be possessive of a l 
loved one at a social 
gathering. Some tension with 
friendships. Know your limits 
re alcohol. 
GEMINI ~[~ 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Others may demand at- 
tention when you're in the 
mood to tackle career con- 
cerns. Be sure to give close 
ones some time. 
CANCER @ ~  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Tone down viewpoints or 
you could be drawn into an 
argument. Travel plans are 
hard to get off the ground. 
Watch lethargy. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
Finances under tension and 
quarrels could ensue. Love 
and sex in some way don't mix 
now. Avoid arguments ro 
same. 
VIRGO ~ ,  
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Insistence on your own way 
could lead to difficulty with 
others. Partners need special 
cons iderat ion .  Avoid 
dissension about finances. 
LIBRA . j [~ '~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Don't let inner anger in- 
terfere with work per- 
formance. Problems there 
require a cool head. Health 
rules should be observed. 
SCORPIO f f~  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
A rival possible on the 
romantic scene. Avoid friction 
with friends. Avoid self- 
undoing in the pursuit of good 
times. Be moderato. 
SAGI rARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Tension on the home front 
will only be complicated if too 
many people drop by. Attend 
to career, but be mindful of 
family too. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
It may be difficult to con. 
centrate. Don't be drawn into 
arguments .  Career  
developments require furthur 
thought on your pert. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
An acquaintance may not be 
interested in your romantic 
advances. Questions of in. 
timacy seem paramount. New 
developments re career and 
business. 
racES 
(Feb, 19 to Mar. 20) 
Close allies may resent your 
need for privacy. H you want 
to be by yourself, don't be 
rude. Travel plans subject o 
changes. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
the ability to commerdalize 
your artistic talents. Though 
you can get by on your wits, 
your greatest success will 
come when you develop 
ambition. You are dramatic 
and can succeed in writing, 
acting, and public affairs. You 
are beth artistic and practical. 
Banking, real estate, and 
management would bring you 
financial success, as well as 
music, sculpture, and art. 
You're also inclined to 
philsophy and are a good 
observer of the humao con- 
dition. Birthdate of: John V. 
Lindsay, ex-mayor ~f N.Y.; 
Henri de Tou]ouse.Lautrec, 
O 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Accept an invitation to an 
unusual party. Don't let 
career agitations upset 
demeanor. Discuss problems 
with close advisers. 
PISCES 20). )~ ~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 
An early start helps l~avel. 
Time needed for privacy. Self- 
CriticL~n can be destructive. 
Right now you're not in the 
mood for advice. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
intuitive and practical. You 
may have a special talent for 
music, painting, and sculp- 
ture. You have a strong 
religious bent and, once you 
overcome your shyness, can 
work for public benefit. Your 
greatest success comes with 
the development of an interest 
in the larger issues that affect 
mankind. You can be a 
humanitarian leader or a 
politician. Other fields which 
may appeal to you include 
law, architecture, teaching, 
psychology and engineering. 
Birthdate of: Joe DiMaggio, 
baseball star; Virgil Thomp- 
son, composer; and John.F. 
Kennedy Jr., president's son. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
There may be more ex* 
penses now than you'd prefer. 
Don't let money concerns 
interfere with other plans. Be 
mindful of friends' needs. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Others may act in- 
considerately. Downplay ego 
in career dealings. Find a way 
to compromise with a close 
one, yet don't be pushed 
around. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
natural affinity for the 
business world but can also 
succeed in art and literature. 
Banking, management, and 
executive work would satisfy 
your practical side, whereas 
sculpture, painting, and 
writing would appeal to your 
idealism. You have the ability 
to raise money for a cause and 
would make a fine patron of 
the arts or theatrical 
producer. Your greatest 
success comes when you do 
your own thing. You have the 
ability to be a leader in your 
field. Rirthdate of: Robert 
Goulet, singer; Michael 
Butler, 
14 Notion ' 48 Strong ? Chang's casting 
15 Entire emotion brother M Soak flax 
17 Kind of 49 Iron or ke  8 English dty ~ Ancient 
meat 50 Mine access 9 Anthony or ~ River or Sea 
18 Consumed 51 Afternoon Barbara 1~ Trifle 
19 English rural socials 10 Char 31 Carpenter, 
festival 5Z Pikelike I I  Story for one 
20 C~tegory fish 16.Animal's 34 Goal 
21 "Diamond--" 53 A tissue couch 35 European 
22 Golfer's. Avg. solution time: 24 rain. shark 
g0al ~ Cut 
2,1 Large 18 Dullard 
ungulate . ~ Cry of 
• 28 Harmony bacchanals 
30 Tel -- 40 Russian 
31 Roman river 
bronze 
3~ Table . A[AI_Gj_Aj_-I-_[E~B.T_jAjL~E|, < 41 Capital of 
,spread 4= Assistant 
33 Akind of DIAIV I I  ID IB IA IY l l  I1~11 ~ 43The linden 
community ~ 44 Fictional 
drama dog 
35 Hot drink 9-~ 40 Fall behind 
36 Wisdom Answer to yesterday's pm~lss. (1 Colffu~ pad 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN 
,3 I+1 
38 39 40 I ~ 
45 
" N: 51 , 
~ 35 
41 
I 
42 43 :44  
47 
CRtTTOQUW 9-25 
MAZSWLAZSHN OHLMAN KEHUOA0 
KAU EN0.  LALEUWAM 
Yesterday's Cryptequlp -- NOISY SQUIRREL AI~qOYED 
QUERULOUS OLD LADY. 
Today's Cryptoqulp due: H equals A 
I~  Cryptequlp is a simple su~titution, eil~. r ~ whieh. 
letter used stands for another. ~x you uun~ mat ~ equals u, lt 
win equa| o throughout the p u e. S le let .s, w 
and words using an apostrophe can 6qve you crees to Io~IwI~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
ANP,,..~PEAKIN6 0/~ ~PIPNY,,./ OK/&' 
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An unfatherly 
' Father-in-Law 
By Abigail Van Buren. 
1979 by Chicago Trlbune.N,Y. News Synd. Inc . .  
.. DEAR ABBY: I have a great husband. Not perfect, but 
close enough. My problem ishis father. 
About four years ago he told me he wanted to go to bed 
with me, and had felt that way for a long time. I was insulted 
and sickened by the suggestion, and told him so. He has a 
lovely wife, he's not senile, and I did nothing to provoke i t .  
At first I hated him, then my hate turned to feeling ab- 
solutely nothing toward him. 
I bitterly resent the love and respect this vile man 
receives from his family. I am constantly hearing what a 
"wonderful" person he is, and it galls me to keep silent. But 
• I must, of course: I also resent he adoration my husband has 
for his father when, in fact, his father has betrayed him in 
the worst of all betrayals. 
A few months ago my father-in-law underwent emergency 
surgery, and the family was informed that he has six months 
at the most to live. When I heard the news, I am ashamed to 
admit that I secretly rejoiced. His death will be the end of 
my play-acting, and I look forward to it with no reservations. 
Abhy, do you think I am going to be in big trouble with 
God for feeling this way? I have come to terms with the in- 
sult to myself, but the betrayal of a good son by his father is 
something I cannot forgive. 
Will God punish me for my feelings?Or might He find this 
sinful man as repugnant as I, and understand my feelings? 
NO CITY OR STATS, PLEASE 
DEAR NO CITY: Since.you are obviously a God.fearing 
woman who feels guilt and fear of punishment for your 
thoughts, ask God's forgiveness Chrough prayer. ~L 
! can't tell you how God will judge you but, in the future, 
" leave the business of judging your fellowman to the Lord. 
That's HIS work. 
"i. 
DEAR ABBY: How long should a hostess wait for.a late 
dinner guest? My husband and I were invited to a dinner 
party for 7 p.m. We arrived promptly at 7, and by 7:15 all the 
other guests were there except one couple. The cocktail 
hour continued until the tardy couple came steaming in, full 
of apologies, at 8:45! 
By that time I had a hunger headache and my husband had 
exceeded his quota of cocktails. Need I tell you what kind of 
an evening we had? 
What is the limit on holding up a dinner for latecomers? 
Thanks for printing this. 
HAD IT IN HOUGHTON, MICH. 
DEAR HAD IT: Fifteen minutes is long enough to hold up 
a scheduled meal for tardy gue,~ts. 
George Washington Is said to have set an intelligent 
precedent. He Instructed hie cook to Inquire not, "Hive the 
GUESTS arrived?" But, "Has the HOUR nrrivodT" 
DEAR ABBY: With every sorrow or setback there is a bit 
of humor. Such was the case when I was recently hos- 
pitalized. 
One of my nurses was a little Chinese doll who couldn't 
have weighed more than 80 pounds. Shewas 22, married and 
had two children. 
After she had given me my bath and massage with her 
usual care and kindness, I winked at her to show my ap- 
preciation. I then asked her, "Can you Wink with one eye?" 
She answered, "No can wink with one eye. Can wink with 
TWO eyes.'! Then I asked her if she knew what a wink 
meant. She bent down and whispered into my ear, "Yes. 
That means, 'nobody home: c'mon in.'" 
She knew, of course, that I was 81. 
ABE PUCHKOFF: BROOKLYN 
DEAR ABE: Thanks for n dandy day-brightener. 
By StaR Lee and John Romita 
c~ 
~u 
u~ 
e~ 
~g 
By Roger Boiled and Gary Peterman 
I 
, By Johnny Hart 
THI~y(~JN~#AN W~,ITI-I~ II = Z OH I~ .P,,,WHAT l i d ' , ,f~--A .Y. , I 
/ /  ~, / i~ ~ 
-~  ' By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
~T'oo, z ' ~  " 
~ _ . o V f f  , - . . . . .  , • 
I ! 7",,~/..~5~./.,,~vy/f_-~ 
MU.OT/NA/~[/IN.S'[RAN 
I~XP/J/N'J M/41" ~ 
//'NAY,,~f~.Z/~/,CY/7./6,q/Y.71~ 
Off = ~ ~ m./'/'t/'~l~//O~Z~ 
1 
By Garry Trudeau 
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Christmas Seals are 
a matter of life b 
breath. 
IDM 
F 
i:/t 
I, 1979 
LY 
ISAVE '9.°°[ 
MEN'S 
SI)RUBBIE JEANS 
Sizes 28- 38 
• Reg. Pr ice $23 83 
3 ~! I I t L , L  
. . . .  • : S•AO~( j I~  ~Ay d~Ly:::i,~, 'i'~ 
]SAVE '7.°° i 
MEN'S DOWN FILLED 
WORK VEST 
Reversible 
Reg. Price $22.88 
i '{O, !  v /,"~J'l l:i:a ~,d s i l l , t  i i '  UO ~' 
.'G, .~;1 +;1:. 'J'./JJ;; ~L~I+I JHU ~K'Jh~U)L~ 
• SATURDAY ONLY ....... 
E 14. 3  15.8,j 
I SAVE 29% i i SA.VE 3:/% I J SAVE 34% I 
STRETCH N FOAM ADO LAUNDRY 
SEAL BATH MAT DETERGENT 
Plastic wrap  Floral pattern 6 Lltre Box 
Reg. Price $1.39 Reg. Price $1.99 Reg. Price S2.55 
SAT. OOc sAT. 125 s T. 166 
ONLY 11~ql~ ea ONLY i n -  j DNLY i ,,box 
I--rE ",'°I I SirE '2.'° I
WELLA BALSAM FLUSH CHECKERED 
SHAMPOO SEARS 
9~ ml 30" Tall 
Reg. Price $3.49, Reg. Price $6.99 
SATURDAY ONLY SATURDAY ONLY 
2.2' 
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LOCAL ONLY: 
20 wOrds or less 52.00 par In. 
sertlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per wOrd. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
~1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
51.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rotes available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge as.00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AOVERTiSlNG: 
!3.6~0 per column Inch. 
EUSINESS PERSONALS: 
~,1.00 per line per month. 
One 4 month basis only, 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1 ! :00 a.m. on day previous to day 
of publication MOnday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other thin 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
10. 
AUCTIONS 47. HOMES ' 
FOR RENT " 
Service chires of IS.00 on Il l  
N.S.F. chlKlesl. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news sub. 
mlttad within one month, aS.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
recolved one month or more 
after event 110.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sub ect to 
condenser on. Payable in ad. 
vance. 
CLA$51FI ED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements S,50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5,50 
Funerals 5,50 
Cards of Thenk~ £50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Claselfled Advertlllng Dept. 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1,1975 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mail 3ruth. 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth. 25.00 
By Mall 1 yr. 45.(X) 
Senior Citizen I yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year aS.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlstrlct 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Kltlmaf & Dlstrlct 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings end to set rates 
~erofore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end box 
rental. 
BoX replies on "Hold" In. 
structlons notplcked up within 10 
days of explry of an ad- 
vertlsemenf wlll be destroyed 
unless malllng Instructions are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of dOcuments to 
avoid loss. 
All clalms of errors In ad. 
vertlsements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
lleblllty of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publlsh an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as publlshed shall 
be llmlted to the amount pald by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item 
only, and that there shall be no 
Ilahlllty to an1,1 event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
adverNslng. 
Aclvertlsements must comply 
with the BritiSh Columbia 
Human Rights, Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
parson because of his race, 
religion, SeX, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place or Orlgln, or 
because his age Is behNeen 44 
and 65 years, unless the Condition 
Is Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work In. 
valved. 
13. 
PERSONAL 
14, BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeeoa Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.3747 
or 635-3023 
~6" FOR HIRE 
r 49/HOMES •FOR,SALE 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635.4421 after 6:30 p.m. 
Blrlhrlght Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? Call Birthright 635. 
;3907 Nbr. 3-4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues, 11 e.m. - 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a.m. • $ 
p.m., Thurs. 11 a.m. -9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m. • 10 p.m. or Call 
635-3164 or 635-5136 anytime. 
SKEENACENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other activities, please 
Phone 635-2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
I'COMING EVENTS 
Kltlmet A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings g:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays . Open Meetings 
8:30 p.m. Skeena Health 
Unit, Klflmet General 
Hospital. 
AI.Anon Meetings. Tuesday 
. e p.m. United Church. 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6384~il 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avaltsblel 
Phone 635-4646 
635-9052 
638-1514 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meetings: 
Mon.8:30pm United/Church. 
Man. 8 p.m.-Alanon-Skeena 
Health Unl t. 
Thurs.or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Ladies Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening - 6:30 p.m. • 
Unlted Church basement, 
Kltlmat. 
Women's A.A. Meetings - 
every Tuesday night at 7:30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.5145. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will fry 
to make arrangements for 
pickup, 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, eny household 
items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635- 
5233, or leave denatlons at 
the Thrift .Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
wean 11 e.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
-e support service 
for women. 
4/11 Lazelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635.5165 
Drop In: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Man. - Thurs. 10 e.m. • 4 p.m. 
Friday. We offer a com- 
fortable - relaxed at. 
mospbere to meet end share 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday - single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday - Men and 
Women's Rap, Tht/rsdeys . 
Women's Night Out. 
"For Safer Living. Fuel Ecohomy & Cleaner Air" 
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS G 
eA IR  DUCTS FURNACES'e 
eFIREPLACES 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
.Specialists' In power.vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635.5292 
Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 11<5 .632.2466 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 pm. Phone 
for appolntmant. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babysltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 pm. By appointment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon 1 
.2pm.  
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/2 • $ yrs. 
(pro-kindergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
poisonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
water supplies and 
nvlsances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
C;LINIC 
(Held at 46.12 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
638-1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse; 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
SERVICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment end guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
The Salvation Army Craft 
and Bake Sale at Skeena 
Mall on Sat, Nov, 24th I-4 
p.m. 
NC-23N 
DIABETES And How Best to 
Live with It. Talk by Dr. 
Farguhar on Nov. 28, at 8 
p.m., Mills Memorial 
Hospital Education Room. 
Diabetics and others 
welcome.NC.28 N 
'On Friday, November 23, at 
7 pm In the Kltlmat Museum 
a price-winning National 
Film Board film will be 
shown. Come and sight-see, 
fish, hike and ski the British 
Columbia Rockies. (nc-23N) 
AUCTION 8ALE8 
Every Sunday 
2 p,m. 
Selling ears, furniture, tools, 
hundreds of new and use~ 
Items in stock. Open aU day 
Saturday for viewing an~ 
consignment. 
L.W. Sears 
Auction Sales 
3092 Hwy 16 
(Next to Northern Inn) 
635-78~A 
~,2- 
23,29,30,6,?,13,14,~0,2L21,28 
Dec 
Who is the Phil T. Hobbots 
Show Anyway? Lettuce 
entertain you ! 
P3.23N 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3972 Doble Street 
Phone 635-7824 - 
1o a.r~.. 2 p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
(cm.12-10-79) 
SALES 
Weight Watchers meeting stock. Get relief with a 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. concrete Investment. 
In the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lezelle Avenue. 
Lazelle Preschool 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
There are a few spaces 
available fur children ages 3- 
5 In this progressive daily 
nursery school. Special help 
available for children with 
mild developmental delays, 
e.g., poor co-ordination, 
delayed speech develop. 
ment, etc.. not requiring 
medical referral. For fur- 
ther information, phone the 
Supervisor, Hetty Olsen, at 
Terrace Thornhill Band 
Parent Association are 
holding the following func. 
Uun Saturday Dec. 1 at 7:30 
p.m. Dinner Dance at 
Skeena School. Tickets on 
sale at Sight and Sound. 
NC.30N 
good starling salary plus 
On Sat. Nov. 241h at 8:30 liberal employee benefits. 
P.M., a benefit dance to ,Foranlntervlewopportunlty 
sponsora refugeefamlly will call: Canadian Acceptance 
be held al Verltas School Corporation Ltd., 635.6108, 
Gym (4836 Straume). A5.19,20,21,22,23 N 
Dancing to the Coman. 
cheros. Sponsored by Sacred 
Heart Parish. 
NC -23N 
The Terrace St. Mathew's 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
Tired of Strikes, lockouts 
and getting nowhere fast? 
There is one profession that 
has a constant demand for 
qualified people. It is sales. 
Just check the.ads around 
this one. We too have 
openiogs for qualified people 
to represent a large 
organization In the Terrace 
area. If you are mature and 
have a car, call now for a 
personal Interview. The 
sandman Inn at 635-9151 and 
ask for Dave Ross on Friday 
the 23rd of November. 
C1 -22N 
Offers Invited for c lear  
cuffing an eight (g) acre 
stand of L. Pine and birch. 
To be followed by grubbing 
and clearing for cultivation. 
Merchantable trees to 
contractor, balenoa to be 
decked on the property. 35 
mllee east of Terrace on 
Highway 16. D Harvard, 
P.O. Box 2458, Smlthers B.C. 
547.2993 
1>20 -11 Dec. 
Secretary Treasurer 
Trainee 
Applications are Invited for 
the position of Secretary 
Treasury Trainee. Ap- 
plicants must have good 
theoretical experience and 
proven administrative ex- 
perience togther ~vlth at 
least completion or exemp. 
lion of one year of the R.I.A. 
or C.G.A. program. 
Applicants will commence 
employment at the Terrace, 
office of the Board and must 
re.alocate to New Alyansh 
when required to do so by the 
Beard. Written application 
with supporting documents 
and references should be 
sent to: 
Mr. John G. ~cMynn CA 
Secretary-Treasurer, 
School District 92(Nisgha-- 
4548 Lakelse Avenue, 
Parl 11me chamber.maid 
required. Must be prepared 
1o work weekends. Phone 
635-7216 
C2.23N 
ACCOUNTS 
PAYABLE 
CLERK 
R~ulred 
Immedla~ly 
Forward Resume to. 
Diitrlct Accountant 
Box 579 
TERRACE, B.C. 
535-7291 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
635.4454 
635-4~57 
(ctfn-2-10-79),U~ t~,, 
For Sale: One concrete For Rent: Bachelor roomsln 
power trowel with extra mobile motel complex N 
blades $700.00, one tamping Kalum trailer Court. Frldge 
machine $500.00, one con- In each room, community 
crete vibrator $,300.00, one kitchen, laundry facilities. 50 
H.D. const wheelbarrow week single 37.50 week 
$30.00, one 10 cu. ft. capacity double 635-9473 
cement mixer $475.00, 400 C10-5 D 
wedges for concrete forms 
$25.00, one two ton cha'm 
hoist $125.00, one sixteen ton 
hydraulic jack $25.00, one 
new main breaker fuse panel 
$75.00, one 100 AMP main 
breaker box $40.00 and more. 
Phone 635-3566 
CI0 -6 Dec. 
For Sale-one Vanguard Slide 
in canopy 1½ yrs old, lighted 
panneled+stornge space. 
One explorer canopy, fits on 
box, 2 years old. Lighted 
• with boat rack,2 way doors, 
white and red. Also 1978 
' GMC PU, powder blue, radio 
4 speed, exc; condition. Also 
Pioneer Power Saw all 
recpnditioned. For more into 
plse phone 638-1744 after 5 
P3-27 N 
5wlde uniroyal tires on white 
• spoked rims. Phone 635.2969 
C3-23N 
,For Sale:Yamaha Organ, 
Model BK4C. Phone 635.5228 
, C5.2/N 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, can. 
Irally located. Fully fur. 
nlshed. Reasonable rates 
by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (elf-f) 
For Rent on Queensway 3
bedroom duplex. References 
needed, contact Mrs. 
Kaysscr at 4243 -6Mark Rd. 
P4-29N 
3 Bedroom house. No pets 
a l lowed.  References  
required. Call 638.1341after 4 . 
p.m. 
C2 -23N 
Two bedroom home at 4735 
McConne l l  Ave ,  
fireplace, detached garage, 
new carpeting, $350.00 ~,-~r 
19Z0 International PU month plus utilities. Phone 
' $500.00. 2.100 Ib propane Russ Roper Collect 562.4114 
tanks. $50.00 each. One. days or.562.3697evenlngs or 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
GETT ING D INGY 
LOOKING? If they are, have 
them pro fess iona l ly  
resprayed. Call Earl at 635. 
2776. (c40-12D) 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywall, stucco, tile, 
linoleum..Free estimates. 
"~Ulle lor renT, I ur. triage 
HALL RENTALS and stove for quiet working 
Oddfellows Hall - 3222 persons. Available Im. 
Munroe. For further In- mediately, for further Into 
formation phone 635-2194 or call 638-8337 after 3 p.m. 
635:$661 (am.7.6.79.Tu, Fr) P3-23N 
Phone 
errace,' B.C. VQG 1P(~, I . . . . .  
Io~Ing date for appli~ati~ri~:  
Is December 3rd; 19~ ~ r .... 
A3.23N 
2Br. basement suite un. 
furnished, frldge and stove, 
., :P~iate entrance, for quiet 
410 John ~re~ emcKooe-.mr "" Dec...lst . . . . . . .  .~ . :. 
fire. Phone 635;4081:. ;. (cm-5- Phone 635-5738 
10-79) No petB 
P3-23N 
GEMINI EXCAVATING An Ohio OII Co. offers plenty 1 TRC457SSB Base realistlc 
LTD. of money plus cash bonuses, with modulation meter and 
power mike and extras. (WesAndrews) at home training for mature Phone635-2660 
BeckhneWork individual in Terrace area. C3.23N 
HourlyandContract Regardless of experience, . . . . .  
635-3479 wrl le S.D. Read, Pres., 
anytime American Lubricants Co., 
(am-1-10-79) Box 696, Dayton, Ohio 45401 
POQ A3-26 N For Sale-Yamaha receiver, 
Carpet& Flooring CR 800. Plus Sony turntable, 
P ro .Schoo l  Supervisor  plus tapedeck,plus 4 Used or left.over siding 
• Installation wanted for Terrace Day speakers records. Also 14" 
Care. Call 638.1171, 635.2243 color T.V. Sanyo microwave 
Yousupply--welnstall CFTN- 1.11.79 1 year old. Must sell by the 
631-1691 end of the month, 
(am.1-10.79) Salesman and service man Everything in exc. cond. 
required for a fast growing 636"1664 
INSlSTON Industrial Dealer shop. PIs P5-23 N 
THE BEST mall inquiry to PO Box 215. For sale-Large Oak coffee ..cat. Top price paid.Will pick 
Telkwa B.C. table and. matching :'e'n~l' up. Ph 635.4135. 
Concrete septic tanks in C20.23 Nov table. Original price $209, P20.38 Nov 
esklng S130, just like new. 
:" The Phone 635.9436 
DALLY HERALD C3.23N 
Schmltty's ExCavating needs 
635-39~ CARRIE RS Hot water tank and hot'water 
(em-1-10-79) Inthefollowlngerees: beating boiler. Both oli fired 5417. (ctfn-11-10-79) 
2 burner, .apt size stove. 
FILTER QUEEN Tbornhlll Phone after 4:30 p.m. Make 
Cottonwood St., Emplrl  an offer. 635-9775 Wanted to buy-late model 
SALES AND SERVICE St., Paqueffe Ave., Kofoad P5-26 N tandem axle holiday trailer. 
;c Phone 638-1604 
P.hone 635-7096 OesJardlnes, Kofoed 
Sharpies, River Dr. For Sale, Kenmore heavy PS.27N 
Burgess - Laurler Ave. duty washing machine 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., completely rebuilt 90 day 
COLLIER EXCAVATING Muller St., Newell, Golf warranty. 250.00 FIRM. WANTED 
Course. Phone 635-2667 
Beckhoe Work P3.23N Spot cash paid for good 
Terrace Inglls portable washer an~l used furniture, guns, 
• lewellery, skates, BCRIC Phone 635.5340 after 6 p.m. Highway 16 W., Willow dryer for sale. Like new; shares. 
(am.1.10.79) Creek Rd., 4900 Block $400.00 set. Phone 635.4842 Anything of value 
Ager, 4700 Block Agar, C/-23 N 
Planned Promotional Gait, Tweedle, Lloyd, We buy--sell--trade 
Opportunity Green, 4500 Block Grelg. For Sale- One 12X12' Gold Gunsmlthlng 
Shag carpet $50.00. 6ft metal 
This position offers a career If you are Interested In one frame patio door for $150.00. QUEENSWAY 
opportunlty through planned of these routes please Good condition. TRADING 
advancement  to  phone: Phafter 5,635-2777 3215 Kalum St. 
management levels arid 635-6357 PS-23N Terrace 638-1613 
higher earnings.Applicants between 9am and 5 pm. 
must have completed high 
school, should have some Kltlmat ~Jfn-Tues,Frid,ay 23.11.7 
business experience, a good Yukon St., Quell • Sterling 
driving record. We offer a Streets, Oriole Osprey 
30. FURNITURE 
.. & APPLIANCES 
39. MARINE Streets. standard, 5 loaves capacity. 
Kneads, whips, blends and~ , .  
If Interested -- phone Keltl' slices. Oven ready dough in 
at: 15 minutes. Save time and The JULIE MARIE, .32 foot 
632-2747 $$$ (one cent per ouhce of. motor sailer, insured value 
)nc.cffn) b read)  At tachments  $35,000. Owner transferred, 
available, revolutionary "sacrifice sale $25,000 or will 
Buy or Sell Marlelle fashion NEEDED IMMEDIATELY Magic Mill II, grinds all 'consider real estate as part 
end gold lewellery. ' grains, peas, beans, self of  full payment. Contact 
Managers end sales persons 
needed In this area. For your 
free catalogue please phone 
638.6392 evenings or write to: 
Marlelle Nbr49.4625 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. If 
Interested In learning how to 
Avon representatives to 
work In the following areas. 
1) Copparslde Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
3) Sparks, Munfhe and 
Weefvlew area. 
PIs cell Norma at 635-7496 
CTFN 2-2~-79 
cleaning. Weighs 8½ pounds, Brian Oltmann, 142S Pigott 
grinds 80 pounds per hour. Place, Prince Rupert. 624- 
Sales Service. Dealer 4960. 
inquires: P10.6 Dec 
Okanogan Kitchen 
1172 High Rd., 
Kelowna B.C. VIY 7B1 12 ft aluminum boat 9.~ 
763-0212 , Merc. motor.Oars, gas tank 
anytime and life jackets, Ph 635.4596. 
CA-23,30"N., 7, 14 Dec. • C10.30 N . 
The Anglican Church Bazaar obtain free lewelry or selling 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24,. please advise. 
1979. (n¢.23N) C12.30 N 
CASH Beautiful new 3 bedroom 
Will pay Instant cash for houseon quiet, paved street, 
BCRIC shares. Ph 635.4226. carport, covered walkway, 
c20.11 N with carpet, cedar siding. 
Priced to sell. 635.4826. 
. ,  WANTED: C7.23N 
For sale by builder. Your 
materiel (¢hlpbeardet¢.)for choice of six homes. Prices 
• use on barn. Roofing reduced For more In. 
material elsa. In good formation pls call collect 
condition only. days-562.4114, evenings.562. 
Phone after 6 635.4698 3691. 
CTFN.25 Oct 79 
• 'Wanted to Buy.Batteries For Sale or rental purchase. 
from old car end truck and 947 square foot home at 4735 
McConnell Avenue, 2 
bedrooms,fireplace, garage, 
new carpeting. Priced In the 
mid 43's. Phone Russ Roper 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur. collect .562.4114 days or 562. 
nlture such as couch, chair, 3697 evenings or weekends. 
table & chairs. Phone 635- CTFN 21-11-79 
UNFINISHED HOME I' 
Brand new home.ll00 sq ft, I 
framed and closed in. Full I 
basement, lot size 80X160.| 
P3-23,21,30 N Phone 635.7878 | 
C10.SDec l 
Want to rent by Jan. 1, 1980 
transferlng working couple, 
one child, no pets. Require 2 
or 3 bedroom house or 
trailer. References if 
required. Phone 635-4533 or 
Nelson B.C. collect 352.9195 
A15.12 Dec. 
Business family with pets 
requlre 3 Br home. Phone 
635.4688 
CI0.4 Dec 
One Br furnished apt, or 
Rand B or will share ac- 
commodation. Call Mark at 
635-6316" 
C.q-93N 
For Rent: 900 sq ft. on 
second floor. Air con. 
dltloned. Located at 4623 
Lakelsa Avenue. Ph 635.2552, 
CTFN 2-11-79 
Valuable commerclal lot In 
Terrace. For sale or bulld to 
owners requirements. For 
Into pls ph. Russ Roper 562. 
4114 Collect. 
CPTN-2.11.79 
choice commercial lot at 
4653 Park Ave. Asking 
S3&000. Reasoneble offers 
censldsred. Contact Marion 
Woodland at Alande Realty 
at 563-3332 or 562-4648. 
C4.7,16,21,30 Nov 
Land for Sale. 157 acres, 1100 
sq fl 3 bedroom house, 30 foot 
by 40 foot hip roof barn, 2O 
foot by 30 foot shop. 
Numerous other buildings. 
Approx. 30 ecres cleared, 
some In grass, numerous 
springs end ponds. Potential 
fish farm. 10 Miles from 
Terrace, all for S95,000. Vz 
down the rest at 1Ws per cent 
mortgage. Phone 630.1205" 
P-22,23,39,3ON; 6,7D 
Lot For SALe.  Excellent. 
large lot on 4516 Cedar 
Crescent. Ideal restdontla| 
area with potential view. 
121,000. Contact 635.7696. 
CTFN.211.79 
1972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12XS6, 2 Br with 10X12 
finlshed addition, completely 
furnlshed Includlng frldge, 
stove, washer, dryer, MUst 
be moved. Phone 63~.  
CTFN.21.11.79 
73 Glendale trailer 68 ft, 3 
bedroom, partially fur. 
nlshed, excellent condition, 
possible free parking until 
spring. Asking $12,000. 
Phone after 5 p.m. 63S.2630 
C5.27N " • 
1971 12X48 Ambassador l~d 
up and skirted wlth yard In 
mobile home park. Washo~;, Unit Nbr. 812~ "" 
dryer, some furniture. Also ; . 
ha.s 10X12 addtlon and porchi ~ unit has been declared 
close to downtown $7,500. To" "not 'roadworthy" and 8S 
view call 635.6311 local 40 such my be reeved on the 
during the day or 638.8418 •highway by commercial tow 
afterS:00p.m. 'on ly .  No warranty rot 
PI0.4D ~tr i~tee is Implied. 
For Sale 1976 14x~0 I'llgn. IJ0ence amire~lKration m 
wood Mobile Home. Set up not. included. 
and skirted with gX12 ad. 
• Lot for Sale or Rent 764 Pine dltlon. 
Street, Thornhlll Area. 635.3611 
Phone ,~62-3765. 
P15-9,16,23,20 N;7,14,21,28 C10-20 N 
D;4,11,18,25J; 1,8,15F 
EARN ~.20  Daily ($2~.(~ 
Weekly) in your own 
business mailing circulars at 
home. No experience 
needed. World-wide Systeme 
~.J, Box 1262 Stn. 'B', 
0ehawa, Oatado. 
P3-~7 N 
57, AUTOMOBILES 
1977 Dodge Aspen." Station 
Wagon only 13,500 original 
miles. 7 mounted radial 
tire, P0d-traetion, many 
other options. Must be sam. 
63,~9546 
P1 -~3N 
1974 Toyota 4 door sedan, 6 
cylinder 4 speed, P..S.P.B/ 
Am Fm stereo. 43,000 miles 
better than average ~1495.00.: 
Call 635-4683 after 5 p.m. 
PI-~3 N 
19~6 Beaumont hard top,  
eco*.l]ent body and motor 
condition. Phone 635-2979 
after 6 p.m. 
1970 Mazda In good condition 
wlth AM.FM radio casset- 
te.P.S.P.B.Phone 635-3644 
P3-26N 
1972 VW, Statlonwegon.. 2 
door, A-I running condition, 
body In exc. shape, great fuel 
economy. 
Call 635-28,59 or 635.3760 
CT.3ON 
i974 Datsun B-210 In exc 
condition, selling price S3OO. 
Call after 6 p.m. 638.8366 
P4.26 N 
For Sale:71 Olds cutlass, 
asking $1000.00 Phone 635. 
$,190. 
C5-27N 
For Sale-69 Chevelle. Gloss 
Elk with white scoop, good 
year tires on CDN rims. Ne~ 
clutch and pressure plate, 11 
to ! pistons. 12 belt rear end. 
many more high per. 
formance extras. Must sell 
Ph 638.1427 or 635-5600 
C10-30 N 
Leavlng town must sell. 1969 
4 door HT Pontiac S700.00 
Flrm:1969 4 door sedan 
Pontiac $200. OBO; 1962 
Cadillac conv. offers over 
$500.00; 1947 Coupe 
(Plymouth) $50.00; 1946 
Chev Panel; 1953 Chev Panel 
S3OO.00 abe for both; 1967 2 
door HT Pontiac for parts. 
One 383 Chrysler motor 
$2gO.OBO. One 289 Ford 
motor lS0 aBe Phone 63.5- 
9766 
C3.23N 
1972 VW statlonwagon, new 
engine 1977 with 1,1,000 miles. 
Phone after S p.m. 635-5910 
C,T.26 N 
1971 Leader 12X60, 3 
bedroom eat up In Kalum 
Trailer Court, fully fur, 
nlshed with washer end 
dryQr, 2 propane tanks, 250 
gel oll tank. Asking Si0,500 
Firm to view phone 635-5367 
IO3-23 
Ilealt# 
I .OFFERFORVEHICL E ii "Y iBws '  
OFFERS: Plainly marked THE HEALTHY CHILD 
on the eavelope "Offer on Educators md the school 
P.T. Nbr. 170 will be system are coming under 
received by the undersigned tremendous heat' for So- 
"up tO ~:00 p.m., December 7, called inadequacies in teach- 
19"/9 for the following which .ing methods. It seems we 
mayormayn0tbecomplete, have a generation of chil- 
and located at the Ministry cben'who are dow-learners 
c /For~ Airport Complex, and siow-readers, particu- 
$ mile~ west of Smithers, larly among slum children. 
BIC.: ' ' While educators ~'e war- 
fled about averages, medians 
1975 Ford Cmtom ~door and comparative abilities of 
i . their children, health 
Sarisl Nbr, SP~l f l l~  authorities ;~ecoming 
To view Or for hwth~r In. 
formation'contact Mr. Bil l  
Munroe, Mechanica l  
S,.~m'~teadmt, Ministry Of 
orut~, Smithera, B.C. 
telephone StT -~,  local• 33. 
O~fo" mu~ be ac~ompanted 
a ~rtlflea cheque or 
money order made payable 
to the Minister of Finance for 
10 per cent of the bid. If the 
successful bidder sub- 
sequently withdraws his  
offer, the 10 per cent 
ImYmeet ~huil be liable .to 
fo~eiture. 
Must sell 4mmedletsly. 
1977 31 Foot Wilderness '1"aeldi~eltota~yoffet w111 
Travel Trailer. Asking not necessarily be mooed,  
M,3OO.00. View at Reel Inn but the nearer or a eta- 
Motel Highway 16Wuf,.last i ~  bid will be required 
~aller on left. : to pay the 4 per cent S.S. tax; 
CTFN 2.11.79 • ... KW. ;~i,M'Ub.'~ ,  c0mml~on /:
Priced for feat sets 11 foot p~ont  ] ~ s  ';," 
Vanguard camper ~ l i  d31. V1ctnrla..B.C;' ' : ~. " 
1749 aftar 4 P.M. ' ~BV ITB ' • 
. 
Must SELL ,M. TNECITYOP 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 ft. PRINCE RUPERT 
Wlld.erneca travel tr i l ler.  HAS FOR SALE 
A=klng $8,500. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. 1.e~lYpu~lka Stmd Cut o 
Last troller on left. (clM.2. Saw, Model HS 240. 
10-79) 1-GMy Omm Generate" SF 
112C?01ir/2. 
Graoo Grl~ee Pump 
'0~It ,  serial Nbr 
1~407-E. 
I-only SA Dump Box 
For your Xmae Shopptng 1-only Tan~m DumpBox 
visit Jeanetts's C4ramlce In. 1-only 7S HP Chryale~ 
Now Remo.Nellon Rd, 
Candles and .Berbla Doll 
Clothes and Ceramics . .  
L1B-T~J 
1>20-30 N
XMAS IS SPECIAL 
Remember friends and 
relatives at home and 
abroad with souvefilers of 
your area of B.C..Send 
Beautiful British Columbla'l 
GREAT NORTH Magazine. 
Sl.26 each or if 10 of more 
$1.00 each. As stocklffg 
stutters try YELLOWHEAD 
DOLLARS-series of four, 
Ter race ,  K l t lmat ,  
Morlcatown Canyon ahd 
Mount Robson. Set of four 
14.3O or 61.25 each. Also 
available in .999 fine sliver at  
S24.00 each. 
B.C. YELLOWHEAD 16 
Travel Ase'n., 
Box 3636, 
Smlthers, B.C. VOJ2No 
Phohe 847.9216 
C5-2,9,16,23,3O Nov. 
We prepare your In- 
corportatlon papers over the 
phone-.fast. For more In- 
formation please cell THE 
LAW SHOPPE of JACK D; 
JAMES, M.B.A.LI.E. TOLL 
FREE 1 1 2 . ~  (In 
Vancouver call 687-2442. 
Chargex and Mostercharge 
welcome. 
Attn.10-10-79F 
more and more concerned 
about the health of the 
non-achievers. 
Other things being equal, 
• thed is no doubt that a 
healthy child learns more 
easily than the child with 
health prbblems. • ' 
This fact, realized -by 
.thoughtful parents' and 
teaehem, is affirmed~.With 
conclusive vidence through 
research in student achieve- 
ment. For this,.reason; regu- 
lar physical eheck-~p~ have 
become an inereasingiy, sig- 
nificant aspect of,home- 
• school regimen. It is up to 
parents' to explore whether 
a .health. problem exists. 
And if so, to have it identi- 
fied and corresponding 
treatment undertaken. 
While teaehers are in a 
position to note symptoms 
of certain problems, and 
bring them to the attention 
of parents, the r~ponsibii- 
ity should not be imposed 
on the teacher. Parents 
must take more initiative 
and interest. 
Parents and teaehers 
should be alert to  such 
things as changes m energy 
level, pastural changes, 
moodiness, listlessness or 
any unusual signs that signal 
a problem that will impede 
learning. One of the ob- 
scrvable signs is lack of 
interest in school activities. 
This should not be pa~ed 
off "as a normal part of 
growing. It is possible that 
the problem may be other 
than physical, but health is 
a safe place to etsrt. 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders ,for the 
DIVORCe" 
$100 and fliklg feee 
For more Information call 
• . THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK 
D. JAMES, M.B.A, Ll.B 
1977 Ford f-250 Supercab, TOLL FREE 112.50Gt~%3~ 
(In Vancouver arm call' 687. 
1975 Skylark gft 6 In camper. 2442). Chargex .and 
22 ft boat and trailer. All Mestercharce welcomed. 
units are In exc. condition Atfn 20.9.79 ' 
and are priced for quick sale.. 
Contact Bob 635-2261 or after 
7:00 798-2567 
P$.27N 
1976 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
Good COn& Lots of Extras. 
Low mileage. Must sell Ph. 
63O-1~05. 
CFTN &11-79 
1968 HC Scout. Seen to be 
appreciated. Asking $800, 
will consider smell car or 
good used snowmobile for 
trade. 
Phone 6.t5.7042 
¢5-26 N 
'70 Ford, 4X4 4 speed p~l 302 
motor, parttime hubs, warn 
winch, roll bar, lots of ex. 
tram. Please call 635.7026. 
Outboard Motor. Model 75; following stand tending 
BB, Serial Nbr 2017.. 1 ' -,ontract(s) wilt be received 
- 1-only194~ Gal'dr~ DenveL " by the Regional Manager, 
lS01CFM ComiC 's .  Ministry of Forests, Prince 
1~nly' Ford SA C.W. 20 Cu 
Yd. Leach ~rbeot  Packer, 
Serial Nbr. CODLODN01O. 
1.only 1961 GMC SA Cab and 
Cheell!, Sarlil. Nbr. C96438. 
1~03M0. 
1.~y lm ~.M.C. v~ To. 
Pickup, • Sarlal Nbr. 
CS1~1124049S. 
1-only, 1941 GMC Tandem 
Cab and Chauls, Serial Nbr. 
JANi21OP10792S 
t-only 1975 Ford ~ Ton PU, 
Serial Nbr. F10GRW~I17. 
crudities of. Sale 
I-AI IS where Is. 
2-A certified cheque or 
money order for 10 percent 
of the amount off, red MUST 
be enclosed for offer to be 
cohsldered. 
3-The hlOhent or any offer not 
necessarily aocopted 
4- Offers "addressed to the 
uoderstgned must be sub. 
miffed In writing, In a sealed 
envelope and clearly marked 
"Offer-Re Equipment for 
Sole'. will be received up to 
3:00 P.M. local Ties; Friday 
Nov. 30 1979 
Equipment may be vtswed 
st the City Stores, Wantage 
Rd., I:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M, 
Monday to Friday. ,. 
GIH.  .de.on, 
Purchasing Agmt, 
(2ty of Prince Rupert, 
• Rupert, B.C. on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST 1031-10.17 JS 
located Treston Nbr 3 ranger 
district Terrace, B.C.. 
Number of hectares 20.4, 
viewing date December 4th 
1979, leavlng Rsnger Stetlon 
at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
hmdlng site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. 
December 13th 1979. 
Tenders must be submlfled 
on the form and In the on. 
velopes upplied which, with 
particulars,, may be obtained 
from the Forest Ranger(s) 
Indicated, or from the 
Regional Moneger, Ministry 
of Forests, Prince Rupert, 
B.C 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
"This call for tender Is under 
the terms of the Canada 
British Columbia Intensive 
Forest Management 
Agreement." 
Ag-3D 
LEGAL 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF WILLIAM 
MARTIN CAMPBELL, late 
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FREE 
TEWC[ HOTEL GIFT CEBIFI AHS 
. For these Items 
, ktar toetk , kear clews 
, well toelk , , keover toot| 
, moose or deer antlers (slngleorrmlr) 
Available at the trent desk of the 
TEWC  HOTEL 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE• Pt UMBtNG SUPPLIES. PUMPS.• 
HOSES. NUtS AND BOL TS FENCING 
WATER SOFTENERS AND MORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - Hear . C Hydro 
635-7158 
NOW OPEN 
in the 
All West Centre 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
• OPEN- Mm. toSat: 9 am.9 pm 
4511.F Keith Ave, 638-1645 
ARE YOU READYFOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS - -  FURNACES - -  FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by. using a PRO-VAC Resldeetlal. 
Commercial end Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Also Intrnduclng the new method of utilizing 
compreaead air for pasltlve action. 
"Our "Nrvlc:e glvee positive and efficient results" 
CAll the PRO-VAC people today and see for yourself. 
Pro.Vat  Industries 
Can. LM. 
Set #ices Division 
Kitlmat.Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 
Terrace 636"5292 
Xltlmat 632"2466 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~.~:~:~:~:~:~:~:.~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~::;.~.:.:.~.:.:~::~. 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME SRUNSWlCK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREL l 
TERRACE e C PHONE 635.2473 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting Of Febrlca 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 . 
Weekdays 9 .5  
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Slnce 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravei, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrats Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
~A Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Refit. 
424 West 3rd Ave.. 
We prepare your divorce Prince Rupert, S.C. of Telegraph Creek, WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
papers over the phone..fext, VIU 1L7 Province of British PHONE IkU-~ 
A2-16,23N ' Colombia. F.J.H. READY MIX 
Cmstructlen Ltd. 
Creditors and others having ';~r[/'~-~[~,, _ 
claims against ttlo above ~. 
Use ~ estate arm required to send 
Christmas full particulars of auoh 
Seals | "  claims to the undersigned 
executors at P.O. Box 609, Plant Off Krumm Road 
Tbamblll 
EASTSIDE GROCER Y 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with Jerry & Marg 
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS $.11 WEEKENDS 9.11 
4438 LAKELSE AVE. 635-2104 
' YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Terrace, Province of British 
Columbia, VBG 4Be, on or 
• before' January lath, 19"1)0 
aftsr which date the estate 
will be dlstrlbutsd among the 
parties entitled thereto, 
having regard only to the 
claims of which they have 
notice. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT B 
(Terraco)  
Pert-tlmealdels required Immediately i t  Jack Cook 
School to assist In the Job Training Programme. 
Experlenca working with young people would be an 
asset and basic carpentry skills desired. 
For further Information contact ~1.t.,t~1, Ler.al 311. 
Please forward a resume complete with ah outline of 
related work experience to: 
F.M. Hamilton 
Saperlnfomiont ef kbsols 
Sch4ol District No. M (Tetras) 
Terrace ~, B.C. VIG 4SS 
NELL IE  CAMP.  
SELL,Admlnletrah'lx 
CRAMPTON AND BROWN, 
Solicitors 
A21-1S,16,22,23N 
Looking for saddle horse, 
broke or green broke, to buy 
now.Call 635-S180 
C.343 N 
NO IT/OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old McEwan's  Shop 
(Across from tke Skeena Hotel) 
4513 Grelg 635-2326 
Residential Tree Service 
"~ ' +Trimming +Topping 
+ Removing 
Fully experienced, 
Ilcenced & Insured 
/ FREE ESTIMATES 
847-9.447 (Smlthers) 
SW•.•• THRUWA Y MUFFLERS 
Winter Months 
Nov. - Feb. 
8"30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
I 
van s 00NTllAOTIHll /
;~  ' ~leslmllens, Hope Ohesl8 ~ Custom Node Furniture, Refinishing 
"~:~ General hildin| Coetractin|' 
2510 S. Kalum 636-5685 Terraoe 
~ L s ~ R [ ~ A T  HAS [~NH/MI," TO, 
635-3346 o~ u,~L~ .~ ~o C~r; c oo~,~ 
q aqNqnterpriseS 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 635.6634 
Days 635.6235 Ernle 63$.~63 
GLACIER 
L a .~ 4411 Lo|ila AVOHO 
A . Terrace, a.c, 
S #~ A Complete Glass.and 
S Aium,num Serv, ee 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE Ik15-92S| ANYTIME 
II 
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RADIO 
NORTHWEST 
by DIGBY FODDEN 
"Can you tell me what the situation is?" 
"No, not yet." 
"Have you made contact with the vessel?" 
"Yes, we have." 
"What did the captain say?" 
"They're taking on water." 
"Have you been able to begin rescue attempts?" 
"No, not yet." 
"Why not?" 
"There's a s~'ong south-east gale blowing." 
"So you can't get close to the ship?" 
"That's right." 
"Were you able to get a look at it?" 
At about this time, the official being interviewed 
begins to feel like a can of sardines, being pried open 
with a sharp knife. The questions keep coming until 
there are solid answers. The person asking those 
questions is Murray Hanna, host of CBC Radio's 
"Pacific Noon". His goal with the interview is to find 
out what ship it is that's in distress, how many people 
are on board, who's in charge of the vessel, what the 
damages are, what danger there is to life, and when 
rescue attempts are expected to begin. And he never 
takes "I don't know~" for an answer. 
The interview is not an unusual one. Hanna's Law 
applies to all subjects, and all people: "Listeners have 
a right to know what's going on and they have a right 
to know the truth". He's also very persistent with 
government officials who are "not in", and that's a 
fairly commonly used phrase from politicians' 
assistants and front.office people. So he keeps trying; 
he keeps phoning hack, leaving messages, asking 
where the politician has gone, as though that's his 
business too. After a while it works, and finally, the 
minister is on the phone from the Terrace Airport, or 
the Crest Hotel in Prince Rupert. And there's almost 
always an audible sigh on the other end of the line. 
Yes, he'll do an interview. Anything to get the 
broadcast journalist off his back. 
Murray's been a resident of the Northwest for 
several years. Much of what he's learned of the sea 
and mainland has been from first-hand experience. 
His sailboat -- a 40-foot cutter - -  sits comfortably 
alongside the new floats in Prince Rupert's harbour. 
"Shadowfax" is a clean, smooth-lined vessel with 
several coastal voyages under her keel. 
Then there's Max, Murray's part:German short- 
haired pointer, who's almost he CBC mascot. He's at 
least a welcome visitor to the station's coffee lounge 
where a box of dog biscuits is ready and waiting. You 
can often catch a glimpse of Max on the court house 
lawn in Prince Rupert, where Murray puts him 
through his catch-a-Frisbie routine on weekends. 
One of the most interesting things about Murray --  
at least at work -- is the pace he sets. Each weekday 
morning he prepares another edition of "Pacific 
Noon". That's an hour and a half of current events, 
weather, issues and commentaries from Stewart to 
Kitimat, and Terrace to the Queen Charlottes. The 
pace is fast and Murray checks over his list of con- 
tact  S, makes a few initial calls to verify facts, and then 
launches into a chase for interviews. Finally, when 
editing is finished, and a few introductions are 
scripted, there's music to pick. The time is already 12 
noon, and the CBC Regional News has begun. Ten 
minutes to go. Another announcer-operator sks if he 
can lend a hand. He'd love the help, but "Pacific 
Noon" is his show, as it has been for years, so in the 
final seconds before he punches up his theme, cat- 
ching up to him is almost out of the questions. 
Tomorrow's another day, and at 12 noon, Murray is 
likely to be going at the same pace, with seconds left to 
air time. And what he missed yesterday, he'll get 
today...or soon, and he won't ake "no" for an answer. 
Seeing it all 
from other side 
CLEVELAND (AP) --The and what the women would 
blushing beauty pageant be doing five years in the 
contestants, clad in tight future. 
swimsuits, paraded through "For most women, their 
onlookers who patted thighs body is what will determine 
and administered an ec- the financial support they 
casional pinch. will have for the rest of their "This has been really 
weird," said one of the six 
contestants--all men-- who 
put their charms on display 
before an audience of 
women. "Now I recognize 
what women go through." 
The contest at Case 
Western Reserve University 
was arranged by lecturer 
Warren Farrell, author of 
The Liberated Man: Freeing 
Men and Their Relationships 
With Women. 
Farrell lined up the men 
and told women in the 
audience to pick the ones 
they wanted to date. The 
men were told to decide 
which women they would 
date based on their salaries 
lives," Farrelt said in a 
recent interview. "For every 
'augh we had, there was a 
serious message." 
STUDENTS PRODUCE 
BOOK 
ST. THOMAS, Oat. (CP) -- 
A book containing more than 
300 letters, poems and 
stories by elementary school 
children was published by 
the Elgin County board of 
education recently to make 
the International Day of the 
Child. The board's junior 
consultant, Carmen Can- 
telon, says the book, 
Children's Voices, gave its 
authors "a great boost." 
! , , -  . 
, i 
VANCOUVER BUNNY 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- For 
Dorothy Stratten it was a 
$10,-000 opportunity. For Ken 
Honey it was attractive 
relief from thousands of 
meat-and-potatoes' photo 
assignments. And for mil- 
lions of Playboy magazine 
readers, itwas another fold- 
It's just for the money 
out fantasy in living color. 
Miss Stratten, a 19-year- 
old from Coquiilam, B.C., 
adorned the centrefold of 
Playboy's August issue as 
playmate of the month. 
"I'm really proud," she 
said in an interview. 
"For one girl to represent 
• , , , .  . . . .  
one month out of the United astonishing record-- he has more and more read by 
States and Canadal The launched six British . women for the intorvi~ws 
competition is incredible. 
You've got to be in pretty 
good shape. But most of all, 
it's personality and brains." 
Miss Stratten's trip to 
international exposure 
started last summer when 
she was discovered by 
photographer Honey in 
Vancouver and flown to Los 
Angeles. Thousands of 
pictures later, she was 
chosen first runner.up inthe 
25th anniversary playmate 
contest and scheduled for a 
future centrefold. 
"If only took. me five or six 
weeks," she said. "I was 
really quick. I just got my 
hair cut." 
It is not always so easy. 
"Some girls, it takes them 
two years. They have to gain 
a lot or lose weight or let a 
scar heal." 
From the thousands ofpic- 
tures taken, 12 were chosen 
to accompany the gatefold, 
the only shot to be retouched 
or airbrushed. 
Miss Stratten had no 
choice in the fin~/! selection. 
"The only choice we have 
is if you don't like a position 
or clothes. They don't want" 
to make you un- 
comfortable." 
Honey, a Vancouver 
photographer, has an 
Columbia women into the 
centre pages of the world's 
best-known girlie magazine. 
Another 20 have adorned the 
inside pages. 
"Nudity is as sexy as an 
apple," says the 5t-year-old 
photographer. "It only 
means omething to people 
with a hangup. 
" I f  a girl can get $10,000 
U.S. for being nude in 
Playboy, why not?" 
The Winulpeg-born Hmiey 
says that for every woman 
he photographs nude, "I take 
1,000 pictures of lumber -- 
only a small percentage of
my time" is spent shooting 
w o m e n . "  
All but two of the 12 pie- 
tures in Playboy -- the 
smallest and the least clear 
-- show her naked or half- 
dressed, but Miss Stratten 
said she doesn't think of 
herself as an inspiration of 
lust for millions. 
"I see the pictures as 
nudes, like nude paintings," 
she said. "They are not 
made for people to fantasize 
about. They are beautiful." 
And she doesn't un- 
derstand why feminist 
groups object o Playboy or 
tell her she is being ex- 
ploited. 
"The magazine in itself is 
and stories. And I look at the 
pictures to improve myself 
... the way they hove their 
makeup on?' 
Miss Stratten, Who Is paid 
$200 a 'day to reprenent the 
magazine, on tour, said, no 
one has coached her on how 
to handle interviews, despite 
the constant presence of a 
t rave l l ing  pub l i c i ty  
manager. 
Like many Playmates 
Miss Stratten, a secretary, 
wants to be an actress. That 
and the money were her 
reasons for being 
photographed nude, and 
after a year of acting leesona 
in Los Angeles, she has 
landed the lead role" in a 
Canadian movie,. Autumn 
Born. Filming will start in 
Winnipeg next month. 
She said it is a nerious 
drama, not pornography. 
"It's the story of a 17-ynar- 
old whoso parents died. She's 
a spoiled brat but very rich. 
"The heroine is supposed 
to take over the family 
company when she turns 18, 
but her uncle has other 
plans. He wants control, and 
so he kidnaps her and locks 
her away until she agrees." 
Miss Stratten said much of 
the movie consists of the girl 
getting beaten up. 
Some parents would be 
horrified If their daughter 
decided to appear naked in a 
magazine featuring en- 
tertainment formen, but not 
Miss Stratten's, 
"My mother was very sur- 
prised. I hod always been 
very conservative, i 
wouldn't even walk around 
the house in a nightgown. 
"But she was proud that I
could make such a decision 
and know it was right. Now 
she's ecstatie." 
Honey, who started his 
affiliation with the magazine 
with his fi st Canadian 
Playmate inthe March, 1962, 
issue says not all attractive 
girls are as willing to shed 
their clothes for a chance of 
fame and fortune. There are 
obstacles. 
"I placate the inevitable 
boyfriend, pacify the parents 
and cope with jealous 
friends." 
His recent find has rein. 
foreed his view of Van- 
couver, of which Cecluitlam 
is a bedroom suburb. 
"Vancouver has' more 
attractive girls per capita 
than any other city in the 
country," Honey says. "B.C. 
is the California of Canada... 
*.he beautiful people seem to 
gravitate here. 
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Every day, "aft. 
Murray Dares~ goes to j 
Murray Barnes is a correctional officer with the 
B.C. Corrections Branch. 
Not the kind of occupation most of us would 
choose to spend 8 hours a day at. For any amount 
of money. 
It also comes in knowing he's providing anecessary 
service to the people of B.C. 
Murray Barnes is only one ofthemore than 43,000 
members of the B.C. Government Employees' Union 
working for you all over the Province. 
So what is it about the job that has made Murray At all kinds of jobs. 
stay with it for over 12 years? Under all kinds of working conditions. 
It certainly isn't the long hours spent on the tiers, t~ ,~ All people whose skill, experience and dedica- 
Or the lonely night shifts in the protective "~jQ~ cation have made our provincial public employees 
custody wing. among the most efficient anywhere in North 
Or living with the constant 
tension that an explosive situation The  B .C .  Government  ~m~today .  And that's something tO 
could ,pt at any time. ]~ml l~|ove  be proud of. 
For Murray Barnes the satisfac- ' - - ' / " - . I  es  I¢ U~[ l to~l  so the next time you're going to 
tion comes from knowing he's doing WO-* "rl 9rm the office, think about Murray Barnes 
a difficult job. And doing it well. We ' re  for you .  gong to For you. 
